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ABSTRACT
A theoretical model of emotional display rule
negotiation in relationships was developed.

It was

predicted that perceived appropriateness and management of
negative emotions would be lower in undeveloped
relationships than developed relationships and lower than
positive emotions in both relationship contexts.

The study

also examined whether management of dominant and submissive
negative emotions differed between undeveloped and developed
relationships.

A laboratory study of 25 dating and 26

married/cohabitating couples showed that neither perceived
appropriateness of negative emotions nor expression
management differed between undeveloped and developed
relationships.

Instead, emotions were experienced to a much

greater degree than partners and raters said they were
expressed in both undeveloped and developed relationships.
with regard to negative emotions, males were more
emotionally intense than females and the most frequently
used form of negative emotion management by both daters and
marrieds was minimizing.

It was argued that evidence for

display rule negotiation may be stronger during middle
stages of relationship development.

Also, in public

situations (such as a research laboratory), meta-rule
systems in long-term relationships may prescribe emotional
behavior that mimics that of early daters.

IL'
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INTRODUCTION
Emotions are a primary and universal force in human
life (Burgoon, Buller, & Woodall, 1989; Buck, 1989;
Greenberg & Johnson, 1988).

The communication of emotion is

not only the vehicle for relationship development but the
substance of interpersonal bonds (Buck, 1989; Fitness &
strongman, 1991; Montgomery, 1988; Reis & Shaver, 1988).
Gottman (1989) proposed that in the effort to describe close
relationships and how they function, the understanding of
emotional communication and its regulation is essential (see
also Berscheid, 1987).

Unfortunately, emotion remains an

elusive phenomenon and unresolved conceptual issues
regarding the nature, origin, and function of emotion
prevail (Bowers, Metts, & Duncanson, 1985).
The neglect of emotion in interpersonal research has
been attributed to a number of factors.

First, there is

lack of consensus regarding the definition of emotion.
Second, since emotion consists of internal phenomena
(physiological change and subjective appraisal), objective
measurement remains a formidable challenge.

Third, the

expression of emotion is regulated by relationship and
cultural display rules which may prescribe the altering of
the expression in the form of masking, manufacturing, or
enhancing (Scherer, 1986).

In sum, researchers

investigating close relationships have typically refrained
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from tackling the domain of emotions due to difficulty in
operationalization (Fitness & strongman, 1991).
Despite these difficulties, the investigation of the
emotion-communication link is considered to be of vital
importance, not only for the discipline of interpersonal
communication, but in its practical application to human
relationships (Berscheid, 1987).

The objective of this work

is to heed the call and investigate the nature of the
experience and expression of emotion in personal
relationships.

Specifically, an initial propositional

framework of the development of display rules in
relationships will be forwarded.
At the outset, it is necessary to delineate
definitional and conceptual foundations.

Assumptions,

propositions, hypotheses, and research questions will then
be explicated.
reported.

An initial test of the model then is
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Chapter 1
EXPL!CATION OF THE THEORETICAL MODEL
Derived Terms
The following fifteen terms are central to the
propositional framework and their definitions are provided
within this system.
Cultural norm:

widely shared belief about the

behaviors, cognitions, or affects that occur in a given
situation (adapted from Triandis, 1977, and Gergen & Gergen,
1981).
Rules:

organizations of cognitions that are created in

order to guide action and enable actors to cooperate and
obtain goals (see Pearce, 1976; Shimanoff, 1985a, 1985b).
Miller and Steinberg (1975) suggest that there are three
possible levels of rules: cultural, sociological, and
psychological (idiosyncratic) rules.
Feeling rules:

The shared social guidelines regarding

the appropriateness of experiencing emotions in particular
situations (Hochschild, 1979).
Display rules:

Learned rules about the appropriateness

of emotion expressions in particular situations (Ekman &
Friesen, 1975).

Ekman and Friesen (1981) outline three

general types of facial display management, including
minimizing (de-intensifying), enhancing (intensifying), and
replacing (masking or dissimulating -- replacing the
expression of one emotion with another).
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Saarni (1982) suggests that feeling rules precede
display rules (i.e., the former refers to the modification
of an affective state, the latter refers to the modification
of expressive behavior).

However, it has also been argued

that the expression of emotion may affect the internal
experience of emotion (see Laird, 1974; Tourangeau &
Ellsworth, 1979).

A major assumption forwarded by Salovey

and Rodin (1985) is that "social behaviors feed back to
affect mood states and self-cognitions" (p. 149).
Self-attribution theory (Bem, 1967; Kelley, 1967) has been
utilized by Laird (1974) and others to explain the process
of inferring emotional experience based on behavior in a
given context.

In sum, feeling and display rules are

inextricably intertwined and concomitantly affect the
experience and expression of emotion.
Decoding rules: Learned rules about attention to and
interpretation of emotion displays (Buck, 1984).

These

rules, originally based on cultural norms, guide the
focussing of attention on the witnessed display and the
assessment of its appropriateness.

In ongoing

relationships, an emotion display is compared with previous
displays from the sender in guiding the interpretation
(Buck, 1984).
Intimacy:

A relationship process involving sharing,

closeness, interdependence, and mutual affection (see
---,I
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Perlman & Fehr, 1987).

As relationships develop, there is a

concomitant increase in intimacy.
Objectives:

Goals or desired end states.

Objectives

vary greatly in accessibility to conscious awareness and
specificity (Clark & Delia, 1979).

Objectives affect

perceptions of events and behavior and may, in turn, impact
an individual's physiological arousal, and/or cognitive
appraisal of that arousal (cf. Giles & street's, 1985,
communicator-characteristics model).
Arousal:

A somatic orientation reaction (LePoire,

1991) that functions as a mediating variable within this
model by eliciting attention to the relational environment.
Feeling:

A state in which physiological arousal is not

appraised (Solomon, 1980).

Feelings simply imply acceptance

or nonacceptance of the stimulus, and while they may
underlie preference behavior, they do not involve an action
tendency (Frijda, 1986).

White and Mullen (1989) noted that

feelings involve low levels of arousal.

If feelings persist

for several hours or days, they are considered moods.
Feelings and moods are described by Frijda (1986) as
neurophysiological conditions that affect the experience of
emotion.
Salovey and Rodin (1985) contend that the mediating
process that links emotional experience to social behavior
is the self, including mood or feeling state,
self-attribution, and self cognitions.

A feeling state can
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affect a multiplicity of evaluations and behaviors to
varying degrees, depending upon the attention paid to a
given environmental stimulus (Clark & Isen, 1982).

Clark

and Isen (1982) report that people experiencing positive
feeling states tend to view the world "through rose-colored
glasses" (p. 78).

Behavior and interpretations of others'

behavior reflect the positive affective state of the
individual.

The effect of negative feeling states on

impressions and behavior is more complex than the effect of
positive feeling states.

Individuals experiencing negative

feeling states may reflect a bleak impression of the world
and perceive more negative emotions in others' behavior.
However, sometimes negative feeling states increase positive
behaviors, such as helping when feeling depressed (Clark &
Isen, 1982).
Emotion:

cognitive-feeling states that are the result

of appraisal processes (White & Mullen, 1989).

Emotions are

the fusion of information processing, impulse to action, and
somatic disturbance (see Frijda, 1986; Lazarus & Folkman,
1984; Solomon, 1980).
Cognitive labeling theory, forwarded by Schachter and
Singer (1962), suggests that emotional states are a function
of physiological arousal and relevant situational cues that
affect the interpretation and labeling of the arousal.
Emotions fulfill social functions such as protecting social
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norms (Gordon, 1981).

Jealousy, for example, may serve to

maintain "property" rights.
Lazarus (1984) asserted that cognition is a necessary
precursor to emotion because "to experience an emotion,
people must comprehend--whether in the form of a primitive
evaluative perception or a highly differentiated symbolic
process--that their well-being is implicated in a
transaction, for better or worse" (p. 124).

The relational

and meaning-centered approach espoused by Lazarus (1984) and
Gordon (1981) reflects the impact of social and cultural
influences on emotional experience and expression.
The aforementioned concept of feelings may reconcile
the theoretical controversy persisting between Lazarus
(1984) and Zajonc (1980) regarding the issue of cognition as
part of emotional experience.

While cognitive theorists

maintain that awareness and interpretation of arousal and
situational cues are integral to emotional experience,
Zajonc (1980) suggests that cognition is not necessary.
Here it is argued that feelings do not require conscious
appraisal or evaluation; however, the experience of emotion
does involve these processes.
Affect: A general term, referring to feelings, moods,
and emotions (White & Mullen, 1989).
Expressed emotion:

The verbal and nonverbal

manifestation of information regarding one's emotional
state.

The nonverbal channel of communication has

-I
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historically been considered the primary vehicle of
affective expression (Buck,' 1984; Burgoon; 1985; Ekman &
Friesen, 1975).

Emotional signals are sent through kinesics

(particularly facial expression), vocalics, proxemics, and
haptics.

As Newton and Burgoon (1990) describe, "the

exasperated sigh, the disapproving grunt, the prolonged
stare, the upturned lip, the harsh voice, the ignored
comment .•• convey potent messages" (p. 2).

It is also

necessary to consider the verbal expression of emotion.
since verbal behavior is generally under more conscious
control than nonverbal behavior, it may be more consistent
with rules (Shimanoff, 1985a).

Accordingly, both verbal and

nonverbal expressions of emotion that are governed by
feeling and display rules are considered in this theoretical
framework.
Emotion work or expression management:
change an emotion in degree or quality.

The effort to

When experienced

emotions do not conform to the feeling and/or display rules
of a given situation, one may engage in emotion work (also
known as managing or working on an emotion) (Hochschild,
1979).

Scherer, Wallbott, and Summerfield (1986)

distinguish between the attempts to change the inner
experience and attempts to hide or mask an emotional
reaction vis a vis the social environment.

The former

process is termed "regulation," whereas the latter is called
"control" (p. 26).
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Situation:

Social and physical elements in the spatial

environment present during a social encounter.

Knowledge of

the situation is used as a guideline for how to behave and
how to evaluate others (Cody & McLaughlin, 1985).
Response:

The cognitive, affective, and behavioral

reaction to a witnessed expressed emotion.

The response

provides negative, neutral, and/or positive feedback to the
person expressing the emotion (cf. Hinde, 1979).
Assumptions
utilizing the preceding primitive and derived terms,
the following eight central assumptions are forwarded
regarding human behavior at the individual, dyadic, and
cultural levels.

The first five assumptions relate to

display rule development in relationships and the last three
relate specifically to emotions.
1. Rules are present in all

~elationships.

Argyle and

Henderson (1985) purport that all relationships are
characterized by a structure of strongly endorsed rules.
These rules constrain the behavior of each partner and allow
for some measure of predictability within the relationship.
The socialization of display rules is considered crucial for
effective participation in society (Reardon, 1987).
Appropriate emotional behavior can bring about positive
consequences (impression management, acceptance, respect,
approval, etc.) and negative consequences (nonreward, and
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punishment), and its regulation is not only functional, but
essential (Frijda, 1986).
2. As relationships develop, an idiosyncratic rule
structure is developed that governs the emotional
experiences and emotional expressions of the partners
(Miller & steinberg, 1975; see also Buck, 1989; Perlman &
Fehr, 1987).

Three traditional theories of relationship

development, social penetration (Altman & Taylor, 1973),
uncertainty-reduction (Berger & Calabrese, 1975), and
Knapp's (1984) stage model have delineated the typical
patterns of communicative behavior associated with
progression toward greater intimacy.

Each of the theories

explains stages in which people begin their interactions on
an impersonal level, following culturally-based rules and
may eventually increase the breadth, depth, and spontaneity
of their exchanges.

As the relationship becomes more

personal, psychological data become available, resulting in
the evolution of a unique (i.e., idiosyncratic) pattern of
communication.
3. Rewards and costs motivate relationship development
and decline (Thibaut & Kelley, 1959).

The development of an

idiosyncratic rule system is based on the underlying
assumption in many relational development theories that
rewards and costs motivate relationship development.

This

process is described most directly by social exchange theory
(Thibaut & Kelley, 1959).

The theory proposes that the
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perceptions of the reward-cost balance within an ongoing
exchange are used to forecast outcomes of future
interactions.

If the predictions are favorable, individuals

may then increase the level of intimacy in the relationship.
Argyle and Henderson (1985) suggest that rules regarding
emotional intimacy provide significant sources of reward and
with relationship development, rules regarding the exchange
of interpersonal rewards are more strongly applied.
Disclosures that are appropriate to the particular stage of
a relationship have been found to be positively regarded and
related to relationship success (Kingsbury & Minda, 1988).
It can be assumed that social exchange forces that
constrain the tendency to self-disclose information also
control the depth and/or variety of emotions communicated
over the course of a relationship.

Furthermore, as these

rules are developed, expectations regarding appropriate
affective behavior will require partners to explain
deviations from the rule structure (Hinde, 1979).
4. Individual objectives affect the application of
display rules.

In conjunction with the earlier suggestion

(see the definition of feeling) that mood states affect
cognitions depending upon the attention paid to the
stimulus, it is also necessary to consider the objectives of
the individual regarding the application of the feeling and
display rules governing her/his relational comnlunication.
Since it is evident that objectives affect the attention
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paid to environmental stimuli, then they will also affect
the interpretation of those stimuli.

In turn, the nature of

the expression of an emotion (i.e., whether one will
minimize, enhance, or replace an emotional display for the
relationship partner) will depend on one's goals in the
situation.

For example, in order to put a relationship

partner in a good mood in order to elicit an evening "out on
the town," minor aggravations are masked and warm,
responsive feelings are enhanced.
It is the combination of objectives and feeling states
that are considered key individual factors in the proposed
theoretical model.

In Patterson's (1982) sequential-

functional model, these two elements are considered
antecedent factors which contribute to cognitive and
affective expectancies and precipitate a potential arousal
change.

Similarly, Fitness and Strongman (1991) describe

moods as proximal, priming variables.

Distal variables

include expectations, assumptions, and theories regarding
the self, partner, and the relationship.

In addition to

affecting emotion experiences, these proximal and distal
elements also mediate the interpretation of the other's
emotion displays via decoding rules.
5. with the presence of more than one of the levels of
rules operating within a relationship (i.e.,

cultural~

sociological, and idiosyncratic), there is the necessary
emergence of a third or meta-rule system that proposes which
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level of rules will be applied under which circumstances
I.

(cf. Bowers & Bradac, 1984).

This meta-rule system is

idiosyncratic to the relationship partners.

For example, it

may be negotiated within a relationship that overt displays
of affection are appropriate at home and within a certain
circle of friends, whereas in the presence of each other's
co-workers, such displays are to be avoided.
with relationship development, there is both greater
flexibility and complexity of rule systems.

In other words,

one can strategically choose to operate under cultural
level, individual level, or relationship level rules,
depending on the circumstances.

To illustrate, a

relationship partner may choose to not display affection in
public and explain that it is due to a cultural level rule
(rather than a negative relational message).

Consequently,

there is also greater ambiguity of interpretation.

with the

previous example in mind, the partner's lack of expressed
affection could be interpreted as either (a) appropriate for
public behavior, (b) unique to her/his personality, or (c) a
negotiated pattern of behavior.
6. Relationship development is not viewed as an
unchanging linear progression; rather. fluctuations in
intimacy are inherent within relationships due to dialectic
forces and are reflected in the communication behavior of
partners (see Baxter, 1988, 1989; Goldsmith, 1990; Greenberg
& Johnson, 1988; Knapp, 1984; Wood, 1982).

Altman, Vinsel,
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and Brown (1981) suggest that individuals and relationships
manifest both stability and change and that these
oppositions are cyclical.
Hinde (1979) asserts that changing patterns of
interaction are the rule rather than the exception in
relationships, and that stability is essentially dynamic.
Likewise, Baxter's (1988) dialectical approach describes
three oppositions that form the exigence for communication
between partners and constitute the basis of change in the
relationship.

These oppositions include autonomy-connection

(the dialectic of integration), novelty-predictability (the
dialectic of change), and the openness-c1osedness dialectic
(equivalently labeled the dialectic of expression, Baxter,
1989).

The dialectics within the individual and

relationship lead to the continual development of
constraints in the form of feeling and display rules.

For

example, opposing forces of autonomy and connection may be
managed and evidenced through rules of jealousy expression
such that early in relationship development, jealousy
expression may be minimized.

This may be due to the

perception that relationship exclusivity is not established
at that time, thus, autonomy is a more dominant force.
These dialectic constraints may underlie the argument
that increased self-disclosure may not necessarily be
functional in the development of a relationship (Bochner,
1982; Cozby, 1973; Fitzpatrick, 1988; Rawlins, 1983; Rubin,
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Hill, Peplau, & Dunkel-Schetter, 1980; Simmel, 1950).

While

relationship development theorists generally suggest that
breadth and depth of affective disclosure increase over time
(Knapp, 1984), theorists have noted the paradox that it is
the exchange of self-disclosure that characterizes the
development of a relationship (Taylor & Altman, 1987), yet
makes people susceptible to hurt (Rawlins, 1983).
7. Expressions of emotion vary in consciousness and
intentionality.

Bowers and Bradac (1984) distinguish

between intentionality (a constant state of consciousness),
and having intentions (particular focuses of this state).
Two meanings of "intend" are considered in their essay: (1)
an individual may intend to perform behavior "x," and (2) an
individual may intend that performing behavior "x" will lead
to goal or outcome "y" (p. 876).

The two meanings of intend

may be extended to the communication of emotion with the
following example.

An individual may intend to express

remorse to a relational partner, or more strategically, this
expression may be intended to elicit re-integration with
that partner.
Harre' (1974) notes that much of social behavior is not
the product of deliberately following explicit rules.
Berger and Douglas (1982) suggest that while cognitive
processes are critical to the explanation of communication
behavior, it is likely that most utterances in conversation
are not the result of highly conscious thought processes.
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The regularities of social behavior, many of which involve
the expression of emotion, such as greeting rituals, rituals
of thanks, and conversation control are more of the
character of social habits.

Correspondingly, Harrison

(1976) states that affect display rules typically evolve
nonverbally, "with little awareness of the ongoing process
of negotiation and adoption, and perhaps even with little
ability to verbalize a rule which has obviously been
governing the relationship" (p. 231).
The consciousness of affect expression is most likely
to occur with moderately complex levels of appraisal, or
moderate levels of physiological arousal.

Under these

conditions, the expression of emotion is likely to be
moderated by individual objectives, situational, and
relationship factors (see Burgoon, Kelley, Keeley, & Coker,
1987).

At very low or very high levels of arousal or

complexity of appraisal, consciousness of emotion
expressions is likely to be low.

support for this

assumption is found in Kahneman's (1973) capacity theory
that argues there is a limited capacity for cognitive
effort.

Level of arousal affects capacity available such

that when arousal is moderately high, more capacity is
available (consistent with the Yerkes-Dodson law [1908]).
8. Emotions are often products of. and stimuli for.
interpersonal communication.

Babad and Wallbott (1986)

remark that "Emotions are most often enacted in social
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contexts, constituting an integral part of the social
interaction process" (p. 154).

They add that ongoing

relationships cannot be described without affective
elements.

Berscheid (1987) suggests that much of

communication occurs as the result of the experience of
emotion.

For example, individuals seek out others for

catharsis during times of crisis.

The experience of

positive emotions also incites social interaction.

other

persons are one of the most common and important sources of
emotion (Bowers et al., 1985; Kemper, 1978).

Berscheid

(1987) uses the term "emotogenic" to refer to others as
emotive stimuli.
The regulation and control of emotion is also of social
origin, elicited by perceived repercussions, sanction, or
censure (Frijda, 1986).

Scherer et ale (1986) propose that

social forces not only influence the control of outward
expression of emotion, but also the appropriateness of
experiencing an emotion privately.
Propositions
The following pivotal propositions are generated
utilizing the preceding set of terms, assumptions, and
relevant theory and research.
Proposition 1: Feeling and display rules vary according
to the valence of the emotion and the situation.

It is

evident that variations in expression of emotions are due,
in part, to the nature of the emotion and the particular
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context (Matsumoto, 1991; Shimanoff, 1985a).

Through

socialization, individuals learn to mask, manufacture, and
enhance certain emotions according to situational
constraints (cf. Zivin, 1985).

These situational

constraints may include social elements, such as status
differences, the relative privacy of the context, the
hedonic tone of the emotion, and its referent (self or
other).
Sub-Proposition 1A:
most appropriate.

positive emotions are considered

In general, emotions that are positively-

valenced are considered more satisfying (Hecht, Shepherd, &
Hall, 1979) and appropriate (Caltabiano & Smithson, 1983),
hence they require less palliation.

Using a face-needs

model (Brown & Levinson, 1978), Shimanoff (1985a) outlined a
hierarchy of emotional disclosures and found that non-facethreatening expressions, implying approval of the other, or
the absence of evaluation, are the most preferred.

However,

face-honoring emotions directed at the self (self-praise, in
essence) may be considered socially unacceptable in many
contexts (Shimanoff, 1985b).

The interaction between the

valence and source of an emotion results in more expressions
of positive emotions regarding the other's behavior.
Sub-Proposition 1B:

Negative emotions are considered

least appropriate. particularly in public contexts within
undeveloped relationships.

Shimanoff (1988) suggested that

affective expressions implying direct or indirect
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disapproval of either interactant are considered
face-threatening, and are least preferred.

Scheff (1984)

also discussed the taboo on coarse emotions (e.g., anger,
fear) and delineated a list of degrees of disguise from most
severe to the absence of taboo.
Within undeveloped relationships, especially, the
expression of negative emotions is considered inappropriate.
Negative disclosures that might indicate needed improvements
in the partner or the relationship should be suppressed
early in relationships since trust, interdependence, and
commitment are still uncertain (cf. Knapp, 1984).

Also,

Holmes and Rempel (1989) argue that partners in early stages
of relationship development are immersed in a mass of
unreflective positive feeling toward each other.

Hopeful

images and fantasies about the partner and prospective
relationship go unchallenged early in the relationship.
This is due, in part, to self-presentation and relationshippreservation motives which result in selective, positivelytoned expressions.

Additionally, since interdependence is

more superficial during early stages in relationship
development, the potential for conflictual interaction
(negative disclosures) is limited.

Similarly, people in the

infatuation stage, described as limerance, have an amazing
tendency to focus on the limerant object's positive traits
and interpret any perceived negative traits in a positive
light (Tennov, 1980).
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Proposition 2: Feeling and display rules vary according
to sex-role expectations.
Sub-Proposition 2A:

Males' emotions are prescribed to

be independent. catalytic and depicting strength.

Many have

suggested that men are expected to be unemotional and are
only encouraged to disclose information which depicts their
strengths (Allen & Haccoun, 1976; Derlega & Chaikin, 1976;
Johnson & Shulman, 1988; Levinger & Senn, 1967; Morgan,
1976; Notarius & Johnson, 1982; Rubin, Hill, Peplau, &
Dunkel-Schetter, 1980; Shields, 1987; Shimanoff, 1988;
Vollmer, 1986).

Men's communication is typically

aggressive, dominant, and more likely to incorporate hostile
language and profanity (Fitzpatrick & Bochner, 1981; Lakoff,
1975).

Men tend to provide more information, suggestions,

opinions, and answers than women (Aries, 1982).
Sub-Proposition 2B:

Females' emotion expressions are

prescribed to be responsive and confirmatory.

Women are

generally more conversationally supportive, expressive,
disclosive, positive in affect, and affiliative than men
(Hickson & Stacks, 1989; Ickes, Schermer & Steeno, 1979;
Rubin et al., 1980; Thorne & Henley, 1977; Vollmer, 1986).
Wheeless and Duran (1982) found females to express more
solidarity and agreement in mock jury deliberations than
males.

In terms of responsiveness to their partners, wives

were found to reciprocate the valence of their husbands'
speaking turns, while husbands did not show a consistent
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pattern in their responses to their wives (Notarius &
Johnson, 1982).
The general pattern of differences between males and
females in emotion expression is illustrated in the results
of Gaelick, Bodenhausen, and Wyer's (1985) study.

Men were

found to interpret their partners' failures to express love
as a signal of hostility.

Women, however, perceived their

partners' lack of hostility as an indication of love.
Proposition 3: Feeling and display rules vary according
to the level of relationship development (cf. Berger &
Roloff, 1982; Cline, 1989; Derlega & Grzelak, 1979). Typical
patterns of communicative behavior corresponding to levels
of relationship development have been described (e.g.,
Berger & Calabrese, 1975; Knapp, 1984).

Rights,

responsibilities, and obligations change with relationship
development.
Sub-proposition 3A:

The feeling and display rules in

undeveloped relationships prescribe positive affect.

Given

that early in relationships cultural display rules are
operative (Assumption 2), positive, harmony-producing
emotions should be displayed to new acquaintances (potential
relationship partners) (Knapp, 1984; Matsumoto, 1991).
Sub-Proposition 3B:

The feeling and display rules in

more developed relationships allow for both positive and
negative affect.

The expression of emotions is widely

considered the hallmark of a close relationship
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(Fitzpatrick, 1988; Levinger & Senn, 1967).

with intimacy,

it is said that the breadth, depth, and spontaneity of
communication increases (see Assumption 5).

Berscheid

(1983) discusses the significant role that intimate
relationships play in individuals' agendas and goals, and
the connection between emotion experience and the
interruption of such plans.

Since relationship partners are

more likely than acquaintances to either facilitate or
interrupt each other's agendas, the range and potential
intensity of emotions experienced within close relationships
is "unmatched by any other context" (Berscheid, 1983, p.
131).

As such, it is likely that disclosures of emotions,

and rules regarding them, allow for both positive and
negative emotions.

This is not to suggest that positive

emotions are not preferred in all types of relationships;
however, the context of long-term intimate relationships
furnishes each partner with an amount of idiosyncratic
credit to display negative emotions (Hollander, 1971).
This notion is also supported by Matsumoto's (1991)
suggestion that the familiarity with relational partners
"provides the safety and comfort to express emotions freely,
and to tolerate a broader spectrum of emotional behaviors"
(p. 131).

correspondingly, Shimanoff (1988) found that

face-threatening disclosures including regrets toward the
other, hostility toward the self, and self-vulnerabilities
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were more likely to be shared with best friends than
acquaintances.
Proposition 4: The development of feeling and display
rules within relationships is a function of the response to
an expressed emotion.

The dialectic tensions which result

in expressive constraints are reinforced and altered
according to the feedback each relational partner provides
the other.

Thus, the feeling and display rules governing

established relationships are increasingly idiosyncratic due
to the nature of disclosures and reactions to them by
relational partners.

More specifically, the verbal and/or

nonverbal reactions by the receiver of an expressed emotion
result in the development of the implicit and perhaps
explicit rules governing the affective behavior in the
relationship.
Buck (1989) describes this as a "social biofeedback
process" where partners' responses to witnessed emotion
expressions become increasingly potent control mechanisms
(p. 156).

An individual's expected response by the partner

is used to guide emotion displays and even interpret one's
own emotion experiences.
Sub-Proposition 4A: Positive feedback reinforces
feeling and display rules governing the relationship.

If

the response involves positive feedback, existing patterns
of affective expression are simply reinforced and a stable
exchange results (cf. Hinde, 1979; Patterson, 1982).
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Sub-Proposition 4B: Uncertainty of evaluation of the
p-artner's emotion experience and/or expression, results in
an individual's heightened attention to the partner's
behavior.

If the affective expression witnessed by the

partner is vague, or verbal and nonverbal channels are
contradictory, heightened attention to the partner occurs to
gain information to guide interpretation of the
appropriateness of the experience and/or expression (cf.
Berger & Calabrese, 1975).

Existing feeling and display

rules in the relationship remain operative.
Sub-proposition 4C: Negative feedback results in the
modification of feeling and display rules governing the
relationship.

Negative feedback from the partner leads to

conscious evaluation of the situation and may result in one
of four possible relational trajectories: 1) the relational
partners could act to reinforce the rules of the
relationship; 2) partners could opt to disengage from the
relationship; 3) partners could make adjustments in their
role definitions that still fit within the range of
acceptable behaviors associated with the cultural, societal,
or idiosyncratic role definitions; or 4) relational partners
could opt to change the level of intimacy in their
relationship (cf. Berger & Douglas, 1982).

These last two

relational trajectories involve the development of new,
idiosyncratic (i.e., relationship specific) display rules.
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Summary of the Model of Display Rule Development
To illustrate the general process of emotional display
rule development proposed in this paper, a model was
developed (see Figure 1).

In the model, overarching

cultural guidelines of appropriate affective experience and
expression are depicted (Assumption 2).

These rules operate

at initial stages of a relationship, when additional
information is not yet available (Miller & Steinberg, J.975).
As sociological and psychological information becomes
available through uncertainty reduction (Berger, 1988) via
affective self-disclosure, relationship factors and
individual factors (objectives, feeling state) intervene in
the process of affective experience and expression
(Assumptions 2 and 4).
To elaborate, the level of relationship development
affects communicative behavior (e.g., Knapp, 1984) and
perceptions of the appropriateness of such behavior (as well
as underlying feelings and motives) (Proposition 3).
Individual factors, including feeling state and objectives
are considered crucial elements in this process of affective
experience and expression (Assumption 3).

Objectives may

influence whether an emotion is experienced (e.g., if one is
not interested in developing intimacy, another's lack of
nonverbal immediacy cues would be considered acceptable and
not negatively appraised) (Assumption 4).

In addition, if

one is in a "bad mood," just about any behavior may result
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in negative appraisal.

Concomitantly, situational factors

affect the interpretation of stimulus events and
corresponding feeling and display rules (Proposition 1).
In the model, the combination of arousal and appraisal
created by some stimulus event generates the experience of
emotion (incorporating the views held by Schacter & Singer,
1962; Lazarus, 1984).

within the cognitive appraisal

process, objectives affect the decision to express the felt
emotion.

Both cognitive appraisal and decision to express

emotion are considered to vary along a continuum of
consciousness (Assumption 6).

Specifically, at very low or,

conversely, very high levels of arousal or complexity of
appraisal, consciousness of the decision to express emotion
is low.

At moderately complex levels of appraisal or

moderate levels of physiological arousal, the expression of
emotion is likely to be moderated by individual objectives,
situational, and relationship factors (Assumption 6).
Mediation through feeling and display rules results in
either the direct expression of emotion or the
masking/replacing (displaying a different emotion than the
one felt), minimizing (hiding), or enhancement
(intensification) of the felt emotion by the partner.

Both

the verbal and nonverbal channels of affective expression
are considered in the model.

Decoding rules are used by the

"receiving" partner in guiding the interpretation of the
witnessed expression.

The appropriateness of the experience
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(inferred) and the expression are also considered.
Individual, situational, and relational factors are posited
to affect the interpretation process on the part of the
receiving partner (Assumption 3, Propositions 1 and 3,
respectively).
The response to the expression is what may stimulate
the development of idiosyncratic display rules (Proposition
4).

In the development of relational display rules,

individuals provide feedback to one another and shape the
other along their own familiar and/or preferred rule
systems.

Some emotion expressions are confirmed and

reinforced through positive feedback (Sub-proposition 4A),
and others are shed or modified through negative feedback
(Sub-proposition 4C).

Uncertainty of evaluation of

partners' emotions may result in either the negotiation or
reinforcement of the rule system, depending upon the outcome
of the heightened attention to the partner and the situation
(Sub-proposition 4B).

These rules, regardless of their

derivation, characterize the nature of the relationship and
govern what is considered appropriate affective behavior.
While emotional experience implies at least a minimal
level of cognition, the expression of emotion, in
conjunction with feeling and display rules, involves
cyclical patterns of consciousness and intent as
relationships develop (Assumptions 6 & 7).

That is,

consciousness and intent may be present during initial
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stages and relationship transitions (under moderate levels
of arousal and complexity of appraisal); however when
expectations of appropriate relational behavior are
maintained within dialectical constraints, habitual or more
mindless patterns of communication are exhibited.
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FIGURE 1. A Model of Display Rule Negotiation
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Chapter 2
AN INITIAL TEST OF THE MODEL
The key issue in the development and maintenance of
relationships is the management of the emotional experiences
and expressions of the partners.

Information regarding the

discrepancy between experienced and expressed emotions is
sparse, yet would serve as evidence of emotion management
and illuminate the feeling and display rules governing
relationships.

While a few self-report studies of the

experience versus expression of emotion have been conducted
(Johnson, 1987; Sprecher, 1987), much more remains to be
understood regarding the perceived appropriateness of the
experience and expression of negative and positive emotions
in different levels of relationships and the degree to which
individuals attempt to control their expressions.

These

issues are pursued in this project.
Assessing Feeling and Display Rules
There are two methods of assessing the feeling and
display rules across levels of intimacy.

One method is to

assess the perceived appropriateness of emotion experience
and expression; a second is to measure the difference
between experienced and expressed emotions and infer that
display rules prescribe control of the expression of the
particular emotion.

Propositions one and three suggest that

positive emotions are considered more appropriate than
negative emotions, particularly in less developed

l
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relationships.

Therefore, the following hypothesis is

forwarded:
H1:

There is an interaction between valence of emotion

and level of relationship development on perceived
appropriateness of expression of emotions such that the
perceived appropriateness of the expression of negative
emotions is lower in undeveloped relationships than the
appropriateness of the expression of negative emotions
in developed relationships, and the perceived
appropriateness of the expression of positive emotions
in undeveloped and developed relationships.
If emotional display rules exist as suggested, the
control of expressed emotions should change with
relationship development.

Huston, McHale, and Crouter

(1986) found that while couples were less likely to express
dissatisfaction during the newlywed phase, the relationship
between attitudes (both positive and negative) and behavior
becomes stronger over time.

Thus, it is necessary to assess

not only the outward expressions of relationship partners,
but their inner experiences as well to ascertain whether
management is occurring (presumably due to governing display
rules).
While negative emotions are least appropriate in
general, their expression is tolerated in more developed
relationships.

Sub-proposition 3b adds that the breadth and

depth of emotional disclosures tends to increase with
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relationship development (Altman & Taylor, 1973; Berger &
Calabrese, 1975; Knapp, 1984).

Knapp (1984) states that the

communicative behavior of intimate partners is more
personal, spontaneous, smooth, efficient, and judgmental.
Huston et al.'s (1986) findings support this claim.
Therefore, given Proposition 3b that both positive and
negative emotions are normative in developed relationships,
and the claim that individuals are generally compelled to
express emotion experiences (Assumption 7), the following
hypothesis is offered.
H2: There is an interaction between valence of emotion
and level of relationship development on control of
expressed emotion such that the largest difference
between experienced and expressed emotions will involve
negative emotions in undeveloped relationships compared
to negative emotions in developed relationships and
positive emotions in undeveloped and developed
relationships.
Feeling and Display Rules of Negative Emotions
It has been argued that the appropriateness and, hence,
display of positive emotions are greater than negative
emotions in both undeveloped and developed relationships.
However, negative emotions may present a much more complex
picture.

There may be differences between specific negative

emotions in terms of their degree of appropriateness and
control across levels of relationship development.

For
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example, anger and contempt are quite different from sadness
and regret, and their expression is likely to have different
impacts depending on the relationship context.
A distinction may be made between negative emotions in
terms of a dominance/submission dimension (cf. Leary, 1955).
Anger, disgust, and contempt can be considered dominant
emotions, whereas sadness and hurt can be considered
submissive emotions.

The control of these different

dimensions of negative emotions may vary between undeveloped
and developed relationships.

within undeveloped

relationships, dominant emotions should be controlled since
cultural and sociological norms are said to prescribe
positive, supportive emotions with potential relationship
partners (see sub-proposition 3A).

Politeness is operative

during initial stages of relationships (cf. Knapp, 1984),
which may result in the control of dominant emotions that
might potentially impede another's negative face needs
(desire for non-imposition) or positive face needs (desire
to be approved of) (cf. Brown & Levinson, 1978).
However the relatively low investment in undeveloped
relationships may result in less motivation to control
potentially disruptive emotions.

That is, the implications

of expressing dominant emotions may not necessarily be longrange or very salient to the individual.

However, due to

the relatively high investment in developed relationships,
individuals may be inclined to control such potentially
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disruptive dominant negative emotions (cf. Fitzpatrick,
1988).

As Levinger and Senn (1967) contend, selective

disclosure rather than "indiscriminate catharsis" leads to
greater marital satisfaction (p. 246).

Bochner (1982) adds

that "uncensored self-disclosure can pose a serious threat
to the viability of a long-term bond" (p. 119).

Millar and

Rogers (1987) suggest that marrieds may not want to "rock
the relational boat" (p. 128).
with regard to submissive emotions, their expression
may not be appropriate until trust has been established
between relationship partners (cf. Rawlins, 1983).

For

example, individuals on a first date would likely refrain
from discussing their fears of rejection so as not to impose
on their companions the burden of 'having' to accept them
and the new relationship.
In developed relationships, on the other hand,
individuals are freer to express their true, inner feelings
and emotions.

As argued in Sub-proposition 3b, partners in

developed relationships should feel permitted to express
submissive emotions due to the idiosyncratic credit and
trust that has been established over the course of the
relationship's development.

Impositions of partners'

negative or positive face needs (cf. Brown & Levinson, 1978)
due to the expression of submissive emotions may not be such
a concern within developed relationships as politeness norms
are considerably relaxed.

However, because of the
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interdependence between intimate partners (cf. Berscheid,
1983) and the high potential for vicarious emotions to be
experienced by partners, individuals in relatively healthy
relationships may control submissive emotions so as not to
upset their partners.
Intuitively, it seems that both dominant and submissive
negative emotions are less likely to be expressed in
undeveloped relationships than in developed relationships,
due to politeness norms and concerns over impression
management in early stages of relationship development.

As

Knapp (1984) describes the initiating and experimenting
stages of relationships, individuals are putting their best
foot forward during this early period of aUditioning.

As

such, individuals should refrain from the genuine disclosure
of either dominant or submissive negative emotions.

But in

the context of a long-term relationship, the consequences of
revealing dominant emotions, especially, may have much
greater impact than revealing submissive emotions.
Therefore, more care may be taken with intimate partners in
the expression of dominant emotions.
Submissive emotions, however, may be less disruptive
than dominant emotions in the context of a developed
relationship.

since trust has presumably been established

between intimates, the fear of vulnerability and risk of
disclosure may not be as strong as in early relationship
development.

Thus, the disclosure of submissive emotions
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may be less controlled.

Given these conflicting

possibilities, the following research question is posed:
R1: Does the difference between the experience and
expression of dominant negative emotions differ from
the difference between the experience and expression of
submissive negative emotions as relationships develop?
Types of Emotion Work
While H2 addresses the general discrepancy between
experienced and expressed emotions, the nature of the
discrepancy remains an important issue.

It has not yet been

investigated whether individuals are more inclined to
minimize, enhance, or mask (replace) negative and positive
emotions within their relationships.

Minimizing, or de-

intensifying refers to diminishing the degree of expression
of emotions.

Enhancing or intensifying refers to

exaggerating the degree of expressions.

Masking or

dissimulation refers to replacing the expression of an
emotion with another (Ekman & Friesen, 1981).
Positive emotions may be more likely to be enhanced and
negative emotions minimized or masked.

However, it may be

that positive emotions incite less emotion work in general.
Also, specific negative emotions may differ in the form of
emotion work undertaken.

For example, are dominant negative

emotions more likely to be minimized and submissive negative
emotions masked or vice versa?

since the relative frequency
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of types of emotion work has not yet been addressed by
researchers, the following research question is put forth:
R2:

What form of expression management is

predominantly used by individuals?
Conceptual Issues in Measuring Expressed Emotion
Lewis and Michalson (1983) note that there are three
ways to measure emotion: (1) introspection; (2) empathy; and
(3) attribution.

Introspection refers to the individual's

personal account of her/his emotion experience.

Empathy is

the imagining of oneself in a similar situation as another
and feeling what it is the other must be experiencing.
Attributions are made by simply imputing meaning to a
particular set of events.

These inferences may be based on

empathy or general knowledge (Lewis & Michalson, 1983).
A fundamental issue in the assessment of affect is
which source of information is superior.

Whereas

objectivity is considered a hallmark of scientific research
(Kerlinger, 1973), a sometimes opposing concern involves the
accuracy of the data.

According to the view of emotion set

forth in this paper, introspection is essential to measure
emotion experience.

Emotion is comprised of physiological

arousal and interpretation of that arousal; therefore, it is
a phenomenological event that must be obtained from the
individual (Lewis & Michalson, 1983).

By contrast, the

expression of emotion may be assessed by the individual
(through introspection), the relationship partner (through
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empathy or attribution), or a third-party observer (through
empathy or attribution).
A number of biases may affect the judgments about
expressed emotions made by actors, their partners, and
observers of one's nonverbal behavior.

Actors themselves

may be affected by the self-serving attribution bias which
generally refers to taking credit for success and denying
responsibility for failure (Fiske & Taylor, 1984).
Individuals' self-assessment of their emotion experiences
and expressions may manifest an ego-enhancing bias where
more socially appropriate instances put them in a favorable
light.

Another factor that may affect individuals'

assessments of their emotion experiences is identified in
Bem's (1967) self-perception theory.

The theory suggests

that we infer emotions, attitudes, and the like, by
observing our overt behavior.

Since this project involves

both the assessment of emotion experience and expression,
this process raises another methodological dilemma.

That

is, actors' judgments of their emotion experiences may not
only be affected by their witnessed expressions, but their
variable level of self-awareness.
Relationship partners are also not immune from
judgmental biases.

The self-serving bias may extend to

perceptions of an intimate partner due to their close
alliance (Fiske & Taylor, 1984).

Whereas relationship

intimacy may enhance an individual's understanding of the
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emotions expressed by their partner (i.e., provide superior
empathic abilities due to the familiarity with their
partner's emotional repertoire), this closeness may color
their interpretations.

For example, a study by Jacobson and

Moore (1981) investigating the reliability of spouses as
observers showed that the rate of consensus regarding a
behavioral checklist between partners is quite low (less
than 50%), particularly with inferential items and in
distressed couples.

This suggests that there may be low

accuracy in the attributions made by partners due to biases.
Third-party observers, i.e., trained coders, are yet a
third source of data regarding expressed emotion.

The bias

that may most likely affect observers is the fundamental
attribution error in which dispositional rather than
situational factors are held responsible for behavior
(Heider, 1958).

In terms of judgments of emotion

expressions, this bias may result in more personally-owned
emotions than circumstance-induced emotions.

To illustrate,

a rating of guilt or remorse (personally-owned emotions) may
be more likely to be attributed to an actor than anger or
fear (circumstance-induced emotions).
Given that observers are not affected by a self-serving
bias in making their assessments, they provide more
objective information regarding the expression of emotions.
Even though assessments made by observers may contain a
dispositional bias, their ratings of emotion expression are
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inferred only from the immediate event and not from
idiosyncratic level knowledge.
While there is a certain trade-off between objectivity
and accuracy in the assessments made by participants, their
partners, and third-party observers, it is not completely
clear how these assessments differ.

Judgments by raters

that are free of self-serving biases may be the most
appropriate to test the hypotheses, even though they may be
slightly less accurate due to the lack of personal
experience with participants' emotion expressions.

However,

given the conceptual and theoretical import of this issue,
partners and observers will be utilized to measure emotion
expression in this study.

comparisons between their

assessments will illuminate the nature of these biases.
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Chapter 3
METHOD
overview
The method used to test the hypotheses involved
soliciting couples to come to the communication laboratory
and interact for approximately fifteen minutes.
Participants' experience, expression, and control of
emotions were assessed as well as participants', partners',
and observers' ratings of appropriateness and intensity of
emotion expression.
Test of the Hypotheses
Participants.

Fifty-two couples involved in a romantic

relationship were recruited for the study.

Twenty-five

couples who had been dating between one and three months and
twenty-six couples who were married or had lived together
one year or more were recruited from the University
population and the Jury Assembly Room at the Pima County
Superior Courthouse.

It was expected that the initiating

and experimenting stages would occur within the first three
months of dating (Knapp, 1984).

Obviously, married couples

or cohabitators represent Knapp's stage of bonding.

Thus,

the extremes of intimacy levels was represented.
Given the lack of prior behavioral research
specifically addressing experienced and expressed emotions
and the lack of reported effect sizes in related research
(e.g., Margolin, John, & O'Brien, 1989), an effect size of
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.25 was utilized in the calculation of sample size (delta =
.25, R2=.06) (Kraemer & Thiemann, 1987).
.25 effect size, nu + 2=100.

At 80% power and

Since both partners were

utilized, 50 couples (i.e., total N=100) were needed across
the two levels of intimacy (Kraemer & Thiemann, 1987).
Snowball sampling was utilized (Monge & contractor,
1988) to obtain the necessary number of couples.
Specifically, non-traditional university students as well as
volunteers obtained from the jury room were asked to
nominate potential participants.

These couples were then

contacted and given a description of the project by the
researcher and asked to participate.
Procedure
Couples were greeted at the communication laboratory.
Couples were told that they would be interacting with their
partners regarding their feelings in their relationship and
were seated side-by-side in swivel chairs in front of a oneway mirror.

A videocamera was positioned behind the one-way

mirror and couples were videotaped with their full bodies
visible.
Initially, the relationship assessment measures
(Maxwell's [1985J Close Relationships Questionnaire and
Andersen and Guerrero's [1990J Relational Intimacy Measure)
were given to each partner as a manipulation check to ensure
that daters and marrieds represented different levels of
intimacy.

Next, each partner independently listed three
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salient problems or issues they were currently experiencing
in the relationship.

They identified the intensity of each

issue on a 1 to 10 scale.

To exclude highly intense issues

and, conversely, insignificant issues, the researcher
reviewed each partner's list and selected the common problem
that was listed by both partners within the intensity range
of 3 and 8.

This was done to facilitate discussions that

were emotion-filled, but not so intense and arousing as to
elicit uncontrollable emotions.

If there was no exact match

on the problem lists, a common theme was identified by the
researcher.

For example, one female respondent remarked

that "He doesn't realize that I do need some time to
myself",

whereas her male partner mentioned "She seems to

be afraid to let herself get too far into a relationship."
The common theme identified for the participants was the
issue of independence versus interdependence.

The vast

majority of respondents listed similar, if not identical,
issues.
Couples first had a 2-3 minute discussion regarding
something of mutual interest to make them feel more at ease
(following the procedure outlined by Fletcher & Fitness,
1990; see also Newton & Burgoon, 1990).

Then, the mutually

selected problem was discussed for 10 minutes.

The couples

were left alone during the interaction to encourage
spontaneous and natural conversation.

They were instructed

to act as they would if they were having the discussion at
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home and not to worry if they became emotional.

Couples

were instructed to move on to another one of the problems of
middle-range intensity that they listed in the event that
the first was resolved prior to the experimenter stopping
the discussion.
At the conclusion of the discussion, the couple was
separated.

Each person completed assessments of her/his

emotions and the emotions expressed by the partner (see
descriptions below).

Lastly, both subjects completed an

assessment of the typicality of the discussion.
alpha for the 7-item scale was .79 (N=104).

Coefficient

Subjects were

then debriefed by the experimenters.
Participants' Assessment of Emotion Experience
To measure the type and degree of emotions experienced
by each partner, couples were separated.

Five 1-minute

segments of interaction were reviewed, beginning with the
minute after the problem discussion started and proceeding
every other minute from there on.
During the review session, individuals were asked to
pause the videotape the instant that they recalled
experiencing a particular emotion during the original
discussion.

A list of 19 emotion categories (10 negative, 7

positive, 2 neutral) was provided, using Gottman's (1983)
coding system with additions from Fletcher and Fitness's
(1990) taxonomy (described below).
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The time, category of emotion, intensity of experience,
and perceived degree of expression were recorded (see
Appendix A).

Two questions assessed intensity of

experience: "Indicate how intense the emotion experience was
during the original discussion" and "Indicate how strongly
you felt the emotion."

These were summed to form an

intensity of experience measure.

To justify summing the two

items, coefficient alpha was computed separately for each of
the emotion instances experienced.

Mean coefficient alpha

was .91 (range=.80-1.00) across the 21 emotions.
The perceived degree of expression was assessed with
the following two questions: "Indicate the intensity of the
expression of the emotion" and "Indicate the degree to which
you expressed the emotion you felt."
used in subsequent analyses.

These items were not

Rather than using

participants' own ratings of emotion expression intensity, a
comparison between partners' and raters' perceptions was
made.
Finally, the perceived appropriateness of the
expression of the emotion was measured by asking: "Indicate
how appropriate you feel it is to express the emotion you
felt" and "Indicate the degree to which you feel it is right
to express this emotion."

Coefficient alpha was computed

separately for each of the emotion instances on the two
items assessing participants' perceived appropriateness of
expression.

Mean coefficient alpha was .94 (range=.71-
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1.00 1).

Thus, the items were summed to form an

appropriateness of expression measure.
Assessment of Control of Emotion Expression
To assess perceived control of the expression of
emotion, individuals were asked whether they tried to
minimize, enhance, or replace the expressed emotion with a
different one.

If subjects indicated that they replaced the

emotion, the type of the emotion they displayed was recorded
by the experimenters.

Subjects were asked to continue

reviewing the selected one-minute segments and pause the
videotape whenever any change occurred in the type or
intensity of the emotion experience.

It was stressed to

participants that only those emotions that they actually
experienced during the discussion were to be identified, not
new emotions experienced while reviewing the videotape.
Although in a videotape-reviewing technique
participants' reports may be based on observations of their
behavior rather than on actual experiences, Fletcher and
Kininmonth (1991) maintain that careful instructions to
participants and a short time gap between videotaping and
reviewing maximizes the veracity of reports.

Furthermore,

Fletcher and Fitness (1990) found evidence of the face
validity of the technique through the nature of subjects'
reports.

Specifically, their subjects reported thoughts and

feelings in the past tense, usually beginning with "I
remember."

Also, cognitions not related to the discussion
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being reviewed were reported by participants as having taken
place during the review session.

The implication is that

these unrelated cognitions would not be provided if reports
were merely reflections of how participants behaved in the
videotape, rather than what they actually experienced.
Partners' Assessments of Emotion Expressions
After the emotion experiences and perceived degree of
expression and control were obtained, each participant
reviewed his/her partner's behavior on the videotape during
the same five minute segments.

Ten seconds around each

instance of emotion experience marked by the participant
during the initial review session were shown to the partner.
The partner's perception of the type and degree of
expression and the perceived appropriateness of the
expression were assessed for each instance (using the same
items used by participants).

Coefficient alpha was computed

for the two items assessing degree of emotion expression
across each of the emotion instances.

Mean coefficient

alpha for partners' ratings of intensity of expression was
.91 (range=.88-1.00).

For the two items assessing partners'

perceptions of appropriateness of expression, mean
coefficient alpha was .94 (range=.83-1.00).
Observer Ratings of Emotion Expressions
An assessment of the emotion expressions was made by
trained observers.

The verbal and nonverbal behavior of

each individual on the videotaped interactions was evaluated
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utilizing the Specific Affect Coding System (SPAFF)
developed by Gottman (1983) with additions based on the
Fletcher and Fitness (1990) taxonomy and extant literature
(Izard, 1977; Sprecher, 1987; Tomkins, 1962 & 1963; White &
Mullen, 1989).
SPAFF contains 10 codes (4 positive, 5 negative, and 1
neutral) that describe the specific affect associated with
particular partner behaviors.

The specific components of

negative affect displays include anger, disgust/contempt,
whining, sadness, and anxiety/fear.

Each of these negative

affect codes \llere retained except that "whining" was
combined with Fitness and Fletcher's frustration code.

Four

additional negative emotion categories from Fitness and
Fletcher's taxonomy were added to the SPAFF, including
guilt, jealousy, embarrassment, and regret.

These additions

were presumed to have high relevance to the context of
relationships (Sprecher, 1987; White & Mullen, 1989).

Since

surprise is considered a basic, universal emotion (Izard,
1977; Tomkins, 1963), it was added to the list of emotions
and differentiated into negative, positive, and neutral
surprise.
In terms of positive affect, Gottman's original
emotions included humor, affection/caring, interest/
curiosity, and enjoyment/joy.

Two positive emotions, pride

and relief, were also added to Gottman's scheme due to their
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perceived relevance (Sprecher, 1987).

Thus, 19 emotion

categories were utilized in this project.
The coding system involves a continuous unit of
behavior (emotional communication) rather than a floor
switch.

In other words, the entire duration of a particular

emotion expression by an individual is evaluated, regardless
of whether it is interrupted by the partner temporarily.
The SPAFF encompasses Ekman and Friesen's Facial Action
Coding System (FACS) and captures affective expression in
the complex interactional situation (Jacob & Tennenbaum,
1988).

The SPAFF was developed by Gottman (1983) to remedy

problems with his earlier Couple's Interaction Scoring
System (CISS) assessment of affect (Gottman, 1979).

Gottman

was dissatisfied with the CISS due to its hierarchical
method of scanning first the face, then the voice, then the
body in search of positive, negative, or neutral affect.
Gottman (1983) preferred to focus on the gestalt,
dramaturgical nature of expressive communication and argued
that the sole focus on nonverbal channels is limiting.
Coders classify emotion expressions utilizing facial,
vocalic, kinesic, and verbal cues.

Notably, this gestalt,

intuitive evaluation of an individual's affect parallels the
communicative process actually experienced by couples.
While the original SPAFF system prescribes written
transcripts of interactions to be used as scripts for
coders, current work by Gottman and his colleague, Regina

II '
~
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Rushe, involves direct, on-line evaluations (R. Rushe,
personal communication, November 16, 1990).
The use of trained coders providing global level
observations is considered highly adequate (Wish, D'Andrade,

& Goodnow, 1980).

Alternative methods, such as transcript

analyses or more microscopic behavioral analyses, are
considerably more cumbersome and time-consuming, and do not
provide sufficient improvements in data to justify their use
(Newton & Burgoon, 1990).
Raters.

Three undergraduate students received

approximately 15 hours of training.

Instruction included a

complete review of Gottman's (1983) coding manual and six
discussion sessions to review and practice the procedure.
Videotaped interactions recorded for an unrelated project
(romantic partners involved in a jealousy situation) were
used as stimulus tapes.

Segments were played for the group

and when an emotion experience was evident based on verbal
referents or nonverbal communication, raters were asked to
independently record the emotion, intensity of experience,
intensity of expression, and perceived appropriateness of
expression.

Responses were shared with the other raters and

any discrepancies were discussed.
The specific instances of emotion experiences that were
marked by the participants in reviewing their interaction
were viewed and coded by the raters.

Like partners, raters

watched behavior occurring 5 seconds prior to and 5 seconds
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after the emotion experiences marked by the participant.
specific emotion types were identified as well as the
intensity of both the experienced and expressed emotion, and
the perceived appropriateness of the expression (using the
same two sets of items asked of participants and partners).
Interrater reliabilities were computed for valenced
ratings of intensity for each coder.

Specifically, each

rater's two items assessing intensity of participants'
expression of emotion were averaged.

If the rater evaluated

the emotion as negative, the average was assigned a negative
value.

The average of the two intensity ratings for

positive emotions simply retained the positive sign.

Ebel's

intraclass correlation was computed for each of the possible
instances of emotion across the 3 raters' valenced intensity
scores to assess interrater reliability.

Across the 21

emotion instances experienced by participants, the average
intraclass correlation was .72 (range=.40-.97).
Gottman (1979) and Gottman and Levenson (1985) reported
Cronbach's alpha for the summary categories of positive,
negative, and neutral emotions, ranging from .89 to .99.
Fletcher and Fitness (1990) reported an overall agreement
rate of 96.5% and a Cohen's kappa of .96 for the use of
their taxonomy for coding transcribed thought/feeling
protocols.

The obtained reliability was smaller in this

study, possibly due to the fact that transcriptions of
interactions were not provided to coders.

Transcripts offer
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additional information from which to evaluate the emotions
experienced and expressed by participants.

Such additional

information may reduce coders' subjective interpretations
and, hence, inconsistencies in ratings.

However the

efficiency of on-line evaluations and their greater
correspondence with attributions made in actual interactions
may outweigh the increase in reliability that may be
obtained with the use of transcriptions.
Calculation of Intensity Ratings
The dependent measure for the second hypothesis and
first research question was the valenced intensity rating
for each emotion.

For participants' experienced emotion,

this valenced intensity score was calculated by taking the
mean of the two items assessing intensity of emotion
experience and assigning a positive or negative valence to
that mean, depending on whether the participants classified
the experienced emotion as positive (i.e., humor, love,
pride, happiness, relief, interest, and positive surprise)
or negative (i.e., anger, disgust, frustration, sadness,
anxiety, guilt, jealousy, embarrassment, regret, and
negative surprise).

For raters' and partners' evaluation of

the participants' expressed emotion, the valenced intensity
score was the mean of the two items assessing their
perceptions of the intensity of the emotional expression,
valenced as either positive or negative depending on the
type of emotion the raters or partners reported seeing

I
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expressed.

The comparison between the participants'

valenced intensity of emotional experience and the raters'
and/or partners' valenced intensity of emotional expression
showed how participants managed their expression of the
emotions they felt during the interactions.
Relationship Assessment
To confirm that the undeveloped and developed
relationships were different in terms of level of intimacy,
Maxwell's (1985) Close Relationships Questionnaire (CRQ) was
administered to participants (see Appendix C).

The scale

measured closeness, separation distress, disclosure,
naturalness, similarity, following, discriminative
responses, helping behavior, touching, synchrony and
reciprocity, reward, communication, and commitment.

Alpha

reliability for this scale was .89.
An additional measure of intimacy was administered to
subjects to ascertain information not obtained by the CRQ.
A 6-item Relational Intimacy Measure (RIM) developed by
Andersen and Guerrero (1990) was utilized (see Appendix B).
It assesses relationship length, interactional frequency,
perceptions of informal and formal relationship level, and
perceptions of closeness.

The alpha reliability of the

scale was .76.
Typicality of Discussion
To assess whether the couples' interaction represented
a relatively typical pattern, a 13-item questionnaire

l
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modified from Newton and Burgoon's (1990) "typicality of
disagreement" survey was administered (see Appendix D).
Alpha reliability obtained in this sample was .79.
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Chapter 4
RESULTS
Manipulation Checks
To determine that the two groups, daters (undeveloped
relationships) and marrieds (developed relationships), were
different in terms of level of closeness and intimacy, ttests were computed for Maxwell's (1985) Close Relationships
Questionnaire and Andersen and Guerrero's (1990) Relational
Intimacy Measure.

The t-test revealed a significant

difference in closeness between daters and marrieds,
t(102)=-3.65, p<.05.

For daters, mean closeness on

Maxwell's (1985) measure was 104.6 (N=50); for marrieds the
mean was higher, 113.3 (N=54).

The t-test also revealed a

significant difference between daters and marrieds on
intimacy using Andersen and Guerrero's (1990) scale,
t(102)=-10.10, p<.05.

For daters, mean intimacy rating was

19.12 (N=50); for marrieds the mean intimacy rating was
again higher, 25.25 (N=54).
The "typicality of discussion" questionnaire was
administered to assess whether couples' interaction
represented a typical pattern.

Participants reported that

the interaction was fairly typical (M=5.00, SO=1.07,
range=2.1-7).
Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis one predicted that the appropriateness of
the expression of negative emotions is lower in undeveloped
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relationships than the appropriateness of the expression of
negative emotions in developed relationships and the
appropriateness of the expression of positive emotions in
both undeveloped and developed relationships.

This

hypothesis was tested using a 2 (emotion valence) X 2
(relationship level) X 2 (gender) repeated-measures ANOVA on
the appropriateness measure, with dyad as the sampling unit
to take into account the interdependence between dyad
members (Kenny & Kashy, 1991).

Between-subjects factors

were level of relationship development and dyad nested
within level of relationship development.

Within-subjects

fixed factors included gender and emotion valence.
The test of the first hypothesis was the interaction
between emotion valence and level of relationship
development on participants' perceived appropriateness of
expression.

The results for this interaction were not

significant; therefore, H1 was not supported.

However, a

significant main effect for valence was found.

Negative

emotions (M=4.80) were considered less appropriate than
positive emotions (M=5.20), regardless of level of
relationship development (Table 1).
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Table 1
H1 Manova on Participants' Perceptions of Appropriateness
SS
241. 97

DF
50

MS
4.84

E

Sig

7.45

1

7.45

1.54

.22

128.58

50

2.57

.26
1.11

1
1

.26
1.11

.10
.43

.75
.51

Valence X Dyad
117.52
within
Relationship
(V X D/R)
Valence (V)
9.78
Relationship X
2.32
Valence (R X V)

50

2.35

1
1

9.78
2.32

4.16
.99

.05
.33

Partner X Valence 75.66
X Dyad Within
Relationship
(P X V X D/R)
Partner X Valence
.71
(P X V)
Relationship X
.41
Partner X Valence
(R X P X V)

50

1.51

1

.71

.47

.50

1

.41

.27

.60

Dyad within
Relationship
(D/R)
Relationship (R)
Gender X Dyad
within
Relationship
(G X D/R)
Gender (G)
Relationship X
Gender (R X G)

Partners' v. raters' attributions.

A virtually

unexplored yet theoretically intriguing question lies in the
correspondence between partners' perceptions of
appropriateness of emotion expressions.

The perceived

appropriateness of emotion expression underlies the feedback
mechanism which is the driving force of idiosyncratic
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display rules in the proposed model.

To explore this issue,

an ANOVA was performed including a fourth independent
variable, role (participant v. partner), on assessments of
appropriateness of expression.

The 2 (valence) X 2

(relationship level) X 2 (gender) X 2 (role) ANOVA revealed
a significant interaction of role by valence (Table 2).
Perceived appropriateness of negative emotions was greater
among partners (M=5.19) than participants (M=4.80).
However, perceived appropriateness of positive emotions was
greater among participants (M=5.20) than partners (M=4.85).
While this finding does not support the proposition that
positive emotions should be more appropriate than negative
emotions, differences in participants' and partners' ratings
may be due to the context of the problem-focused discussion.
Participants may have preferred experiencing and expressing
positively valenced emotions rather than unpleasant,
negatively valenced emotions, whereas partners may have
perceived those negative emotion expressions as appropriate
in the situation since they were addressing a problem in
their relationship.
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Table 2
HI Manova on Participants' and Partners' Perceptions of
Appropriateness
SS
415.22

DF
50

MS
8.30

10.59

1

10.59

161.54

50

3.23

1.05
1.47

1
1

1.05
1.47

Role X Dyad within 96.73
Relationship
(L X D/R)
Role (L)
.12
Relationship X Role .37

50

1. 93

1
1

.12
.37

Valence X Dyad
153.41
Within
Relationship
(V X D/R)
Valence (V)
.29
Relationship X
2.49
Valence (R X V)

50

3.07

1
1

.29
2.49

Partner X Role
X Dyad Within
Relationship
(P X L X D/R)
Gender X Role

107.07

50

2.14

3.07

1

.08

Dyad within
Relationship
(D/R)
Relationship (R)
Gender X Dyad
Within
Relationship
(G X D/R)
Gender (G)
Relationship X
Gender (R X G)

1.28

.26

.33
.45

.57
.50

.06
.19

.81
.67

.10
.81

.76
.37

3.07

1.43

.24

1

.08

.04

.85

50

2.10

(R X L)

(G X L)

Relationship X
Gender X Role
(R X G X L)

Gender X Valence 105.02
X Dyad within
Relationship
(G X V X D/R)
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.13

DF
1

.13

E
.06

8ig
.80

.24

1

.24

.11

.76

96.28

50

1.93

15.07

1

15.07

7.82

.01

.33

1

.33

.17

.68

Gender X Role
100.73
X Valence X
Dyad within
Relationship
(G X L X V X D/R)
Gender X Role X
.69
Valence

50

2.01

1

.69

.34

.56

1

.18

.09

.77

Gender X Valence

M8

(G X V)

Relationship X
Gender X Valence
(R X G X V)

Role X Valence
X Dyad within
Relationship
(L X V X D/R)
Role X Valence
(L X V)

Relationship X Role
X Valence
(R X L X V)

(G X L X V)

Relationship X
Gender X Role X
Valence
(R X G X L X V)

.18

Consistency in appropriateness norms.

To determine the

extent to which people share norms of emotion expression,
intraclass correlations were computed on appropriateness
ratings between participants, partners, and raters across
each of the 22 possible instances of emotions (Table 3).
Using the number of ratings included in each instance, the
sample-size weighted average intraclass correlation between
participants and partners was .10, for participants and
raters r=.13, for partners and raters, r=.02.

These low
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values indicate that participants, partners, and raters all
have different norms of emotion expressions.

Table 3
INTRACLASS CORRELATIONS FOR APPROPRIATENESS RATINGS BETWEEN
PARTICIPANTS, PARTNERS, AND RATERS
Emotion
Instance
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Eartici 12ant,
Raters

Partici12ant,
Partner

-.02
.04
.49
.06
.54
.10
.02
.11
.06
.20
.05
-.06
.13
-.16
-.47
-.16

-.02
-.15
-.18
.07
.06
.08
.18
.17
-.02
.04
.27
-.31
.16
.44
.42
.43

111. 28

19.21

.06

.10

.18
.07
.04
.13
.20
.12
.29
.25
.11
-.06
-.10
-.10
-.34
.00
-.53
-.46

weighted
sum:
AVERAGE

85.7

Partner
Raters

-.01

&

N
102
95
94
94
90
74
64
53
47
36
30
27
13
12
8

-2
845

WEIGHTED .10
.13
.02
AVERAGE (using number of ratings included)
HY120thesis 2
The second hypothesis tested the prediction that
negative emotions would be managed more in undeveloped
relationships compared to negative emotions in developed
relationships and positive emotions in both undeveloped and
developed relationships.

Separate 2 (relationship level) X

2 (gender) X 2 (control) ANOVAs were performed on the
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valenced intensity scores for negative and positive
emotions.

If a valence factor had been included in the

analysis, it would not have been independent from the 2level control factor because the valence factor was defined
by whether the participants' felt emotion (1 level of the 2level control factor) was reported as positive or negative.
The control factor contained two levels: participants'
valenced intensity of emotion experience and raters'
valenced intensity of emotion expression.

Between-subjects

factors were level of relationship development and dyad
nested within relationship development.

Within-subjects

factors included gender and control (experience v. expressed
emotions).

The hypothesis test involved inspecting the

interaction between the control and relationship level. In
the ANOVA for negative emotions, the difference between
experienced and expressed emotions was expected to be
greater for undeveloped relationship partners than for
developed relationship partners.

No interaction was

expected in the ANOVA for positive emotions.
The ANOVA on negative emotions revealed no significant
interaction between relationship level and control,
therefore H2 was not supported (Table 4).
for control was significant.

The main effect

Participants experienced

negative emotions more intensely (M=-4.89) than raters said
that they expressed them (M=-.14).

These results may

indicate that participants minimized negative emotions and
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possibly replaced them with positive expressions.
Alternatively, participants may have exaggerated the
intensity of their emotion experiences or raters may have
been insensitive in assessing emotion expressions.

Table 4
H2 Anova on Negative Experienced and Expressed Emotions
using Participants' Perceptions of Emotion Experience
Intensity and Raters' Perceptions of Emotion Expression
Intensity
88

Dyad within
69.11
Relationship
(D/R)
Relationship (R) .00
Gender X Dyad
within
Relationship
62.90
(G X D/R)
Gender (G)
2.43
Relationship X
Gender (R X G) .01
Control X Dyad 65.46
within
Relationship
(C X D/R)
Control (C) 1037.69
Relationship
.09
X Control
(R X C)

DF
44

1.57

1

.00

.23

.63

44
1

1.43
2.43

1. 70

.20

1

.01

.00

.95

44

1.49

1
1

1037.69
.09

697.53
.06

.00
.81

M8

The ANOVA for positive emotions also revealed no
significant difference between relationship level and
control.

A main effect for control emerged (Table 5).

Participants' mean emotion experience was 4.93, whereas
raters' mean emotion expression was .03.

This difference
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once again may be due to participants' minimizations,
participants' exaggerations, or raters' insensitivity.

Table 5
H2 Anova on positive Experienced and Expressed Emotions
using Participants' Perceptions of Emotion Experience
Intensity and Raters' Perceptions of Emotion Expression
Intensity

DF
44

1.71

1

.40

.23

.63

Gender X Dyad
within
Relationship
(G X D/R)
45.80
Gender
2.56
Relationship X
Gender (R X G) .03

44
1

1.04
2.56

2.46

.12

1

.03

.03

.88

Control X Dyad
within
Relationship
(C X D/R)
86.11
Control (C) 1105.88
Relationship
X Control
(R X C)
.00

44
1

1.96
1105.88

565.08

.00

1

.00

.00

.98

SS

Dyad within
75.30
Relationship
(D/R)
Relationship (R) .40

MS

Partners' v. raters' attributions.

The issue of

varying perceptions between partners and raters is of
particular theoretical and methodological import in
evaluations of emotion expression.

As noted earlier,

emotion expression can be measured through introspection,
empathy, and attribution.

The comparison between partners

and raters was made to determine how similar these processes
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are.

A second set of ANOVAs was performed with a three-

level control factor (participants' experience score,
partners' expression score, and raters' expression score).
The ANOVA performed on negative emotions revealed no
significant interaction between control and level of
relationship development (Table 6).
supported.
before.

Thus, H2 again was not

The main effect for control was significant as

Participants' negative emotion experience (M=-4.89)

was much greater than raters' (M=-.14) and partners' (M=.006) evaluations of their expression of negative emotions.

Table 6
H2 Anova on Negative Experienced and Expressed Emotions
Using Participants' Perceptions of Emotion Experience
Intensity and Raters' and Partners' Perceptions of Emotion
Expression Intensity

99.41

DF
44

2.26

1.82

1

1.82

Gender X Dyad 97.33
within
Relationship
(G X D/R)
Gender
.33
Relationship X .42
Gender (R X G)

44

2.21

1
1

.33
.42

Control X
138.97
Dyad Within
Relationship
(C X D/R)
Control (C) 1420.97
Relationship
3.63
X Control

88

1.58

2

710.49
1.81

88

Dyad within
Relationship
(D/R)
Relationship

M8

.81

.37

.15
.19

.66

(R)

(R X C)

2

449.91
1.15

.70

.00

.32
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The ANOVA for positive emotions also revealed no
significant interaction between control and level of
relationship development, but a significant main effect was
found for control.

Participants' emotion experience

(M=4.96) was much greater than partners'

(M=.43) and raters'

(M=.03) evaluations of their expression of positive emotions

(Table 7).

Table 7
H2 Anova on positive Experienced and Expressed Emotions
Using Participants' Perceptions of Emotion Experience
Intensity and Raters' and Partners' Perceptions of Emotion
Expression Intensity
88
Dyad within
150.77
Relationship
(D/R)
Relationship (R) .30

DF

M8

43

3.51

1

.30

Gender X Dyad 103.97
within
Relationship
(G X D/R)
Gender
1. 78
Relationship X
.01
Gender (R X G)

43

2.42

1
1

1. 78
.01

Control X
232.56
Dyad within
Relationship
(C X D/R)
Control (C) 1371. 76
Relationship
2.84
X Control
(R X C)
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2.70

2
2

685.88
1.42

Similarity in emotion evaluations.

E

8ig

.08

.77

.74
.00

.40
.96

253.64
.52

.00
.59

Intraclass

correlations were computed to explore the correspondence
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between participants' emotion experience and participants',
partners', and raters' ratings of emotion expression.

Not

surprisingly, participants' emotion experience and
expression ratings were highly related to one another.
Partners' and raters' ratings of intensity of expression
corresponded to participants' ratings of experience to a
much lesser degree, but in a similar manner (Table 8).

This

may indicate similar attribution processes on the part of
partners and raters.
A second set of intraclass correlations was computed
using participants' ratings of their own emotion expressions
in comparison with partners' and raters' ratings of emotion
expressions to further explore perceptual differences.
Interestingly, the intraclass correlations between
participants, partners, and raters were all moderate and
nearly identical to one another (Table 8).

This may be

indicative of the similar manner in which participants,
partners, and raters seem to arrive at emotion intensity
ratings.
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Table 8
Intraclass Correlations For Intensity Ratings Between
Partici12ants , Partners I And Raters
Emotion
Instance
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Partic i 12ant Partici12ant
EX}2erience & EX}2erience &
EX}2ression
Partner
EX}2ression
.90
.33
.91
.30
.93
.41
.90
.47
.93
.43
.91
.38
.94
.23
.95
.45
.92
.18
.95
.30
.94
.32
.97
.55
.97
.58
.88
.44
.99
.34
.99
.75

wgt.sum: 768.18

Partici}2ant
EX}2erience &
Rater
EX}2ression
.31
.35
.26
.26
.38
.33
.38
.35
.33
.41
.55
.34
.39
.59
.34
.55

313.62

285

.93

.40

.38

wgt. avg. .92

.38

.34

average

N

99
94
93
88
89
73
64
53
45
36
30
27
15
11
8

.....2.
831
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Emotion
Instance
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Partici:Qant Partici:Qant
EXQression & EXQression &
Partner
Raters
EXQression
EXQression
.31
.33
.38
.44
.30
.43
.29
.49
.41
.43
.36
.48
.38
.23
.47
.42
.39
.26
.29
.45
.36
.58
.37
.52
.60
.45
.65
.55
.34
.34
.74
~

wgt. sum 333.63
average

.43

Partner
EXQression &
Rater
EXQression
.38
.42
.46
.34
.49
.44
.43
.29
.18
.42
.50
.44
.20
.43
.42
.42

~

316.38

332.1

831

.42

.• 39

wgt. avg. .40
.38
(using number of ratings included)

N
99
94
93
88
89
73
64
53
45
36
30
27
15
11
8

.40

Research Question 1
The first research question asked whether dominant
negative emotions were managed differently than submissive
negative emotions as relationships develop.

Initially, the

ANOVA was to be performed on only three emotions identified
as dominant and submissive in the rationale (dominant: anger
and disgust/contempt; submissive: sadness/hurt).

Due to the

infrequency of these emotions, there were insufficient dyads
(N=6) on which to run the analysis.

Therefore, all negative

emotions, with the exception of negative surprise, were recategorized as either dominant or submissive, yielding 29

1/

.

~
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analyzable cases.

Negative surprise was excluded from the

analysis because it could be either a dominant or submissive
negative emotion depending upon its locus (self, other, or
situation).

For example, negative surprise directed at the

self may be considered submissive, whereas negative surprise
directed at the other may be considered dominant.

Dominant

emotions included anger, disgust, and frustration.
Submissive emotions were sadness, guilt, shame, regret,
anxiety, and jealousy.
A 2 (relationship level) X 2 (negative emotion type) X
2 (gender) X 2 (control) ANOVA on valenced intensity ratings
tested the interaction between level of relationship
development, negative emotion type (dominant or sUbmissive),
and control (experienced v. expressed).
interaction was not significant.

The three-way

However, significant main

effects were found for gender and control (see Table 8).
Males were more emotionally intense (experience and
expression combined2 M=-3.03) than females (experience and
expression combined M=-2.59).

The overall average intensity

of experience was -4.83 while average intensity of emotion
expression was -.78, indicative of the generally large
amount of management of negative emotion expression by both
males and females as seen in tests of H2.
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Table 9
Rl Anova on Negative Experienced and Expressed Emotions
Using Participants' Perceptions of Emotion Experience
Intensitv and Raters' Perceptions of Emotion Expression
Intensity
DF
MS
SS
29
4.15
Dyad Within
120.23
Relationship
(D/R)
.05
.01
Relationship
.05
1
.91
(R)

62.94

29

2.17

11.97
.15

1
1

11.97
.15

Emotion Type
79.37
X Dyad Within
Relationship
(E X D/R)
Emotion Type (E) .60
Relate X
.14
Emotion Type

29

2.74

1
1

.60
.14

29

1.58

1
1

973.85
.12

Gender X
Dyad Within
Relationship
(G X D/R)
Gender (G)
Relationship
X Gender

5.52
.07

.03
.79

.22
.05

.64
.82

616.33
.08

.00
.78

(R X G)

(E X C)

Control X
45.82
Dyad within
Relationship
(C X D/R)
Control (C)
973.85
Relationship
.12
X Control
(R X C)

A 2 (relationship level) X 2 (negative emotion type) X
2 (gender) X 3 (control) ANOVA exploring the differences
between partners and raters also found the main effect for
control and a trend toward the main effect for gender (Table

I

-.1

82
9).

Participants' ratings of emotion experience (M=-4.90)

were much more intense than partners' (M=-1.36) and raters'
ratings of emotion expression intensity (M=-.81).

Males

were again more emotionally intense (M=-2.55) than females
(M=-2.15).

These findings support proposition two in the

theory which suggests that males may be more free to express
negative emotions than females.

Table 10
R1 Anova on Negative Ex~erienced and Ex~ressed Emotions
using Partici~ants' Perce~tions of Emotion Ex~erience
Intensity and Raters' Perce~tions of Emotion Ex~ression
Intensity
SS
220.42
Dyad within
Relationship
(D/R)
Relationship
.10
(R)

DF
25

MS
8.82

1

.10

Gender X Dyad
within
Relationship
(G X D/R)
Gender
Relationship
X Gender
(R X G)

97.48

25

3.90

11.84
.07

1
1

11.84
.01

Emotion Type 167.14
X Dyad within
Relationship
(E X D/R)
2.79
Emotion Type
(E)

25

2.61

1

1

Relationship
X Emotion
Type (R X E)

.21

.E

Sig

.01

.92

3.04
.00

.09
.97

2.79

.42

.52

.21

.03

.86

c··
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SS
Control X
130.47
Dyad within
Relationship
(C X D/R)
Control (C) 1031. 65
Relationship
1.19
X Control
(R X C)

DF
50

2
2

MS
2.61.

515.83
.60

Sig

E

197.68
.23

.00
.79

Research Question 2
To investigate the question of what form of expression
management is most commonly used by undeveloped and
developed relationship partners, the frequency of
minimization, enhancement, and replacement was compared
between daters and marrieds with a chi-square test.

since

only 3 participants reported managing the expression of
positive emotions, positive emotions were not included in
the chi-square analysis.

The results showed a significant

difference in expression management between daters and
marrieds, for negative emotions, X2 (2,N=104)=11.31, p<.05,
Cramer's V=.14.

Minimizing was the predominant form of

expression management but was slightly more evident among
daters (n=222; 79% of daters' cases of emotion management)
than among marrieds (n=200; 73% of marrieds' cases of
emotion management).

Interestingly, replacement of emotions

was used considerably more by marrieds (n=45; 16% of their
emotion management) than daters (n=21; 7% of their emotion
management).

There was little difference between daters

(n=38; 13% of their emotion management) and marrieds (n=28;
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10% of their emotion management) in amount of enhancement.
The prevalence of minimizing coincides with the finding that
participants felt their negative emotion experiences were
relatively inappropriate.
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Chapter 5
DISCUSSION
This study examined the nature of emotional display
rules in undeveloped and developed romantic relationships as
an initial test of the model of display rule development
proposed in this paper.

Two methods of investigating

display rules in relationships were utilized: (a) assessing
perceived appropriateness of the expression of negative and
positive emotions, and (b) assessing the degree to which
positive and negative emotions were managed.

It was

expected that display rules within developed relationships
would allow for the expression of both negative and positive
emotions, whereas in undeveloped relationships, the
expression of negative emotions would be suppressed.

No

difference was found between undeveloped and developed
relationship partners on perceived appropriateness of
negative emotion expression or on management of negative
emotion expressions.

Implications of the results for the

theoretical model will be discussed initially, followed by a
discussion of gender differences and perceptual differences
found between partners and raters.
Implications for the Model of Display Rule Negotiation
The hypothesis tests revealed no significant difference
between undeveloped and developed relationships on either
ratings of perceived appropriateness of negative emotions or
management of negative emotions.

Rather, negative emotions
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were considered least appropriate and emotion expressions
were minimized by both daters and marrieds.

This lack of

support bears a number of implications for the proposed
theoretical model.
Conceptually, the nonsignificant findings suggest that
the examined display rules do not vary with relationship
development.

Display rules may remain at the cultural level

and may not be negotiated as relationships develop as the
model proposed.

However, given the vast body of literature

which suggests that idiosyncratic rules and expectations
come with relationship development (e.g., Bowers & Bradac,
1984; Buck, 1989; Hinde, 1979; Kingsbury & Minda, 1988;
Miller & steinberg, 1975; Roloff, 1976), it is reasonable to
assume that the evolution of the display rules which govern
relationship partners occurs but went undetected.
The present study utilized only early daters and
married/cohabitating couples; however, the most salient
evidence of the process of display rule negotiation may be
found in the middle stages of relationship development.
There may be a curvilinear relationship between level of
relationship development and expressions of emotion such
that early and late in relationship development, partners
may be more likely to minimize negative emotional displays.
In the middle stages of relationship development when
closeness is increasing and direction of the relationship
and mutual sense of commitment are becoming increasingly
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clear, partners may engage in more rule generation and
testing and express more negative emotions.
As discussed in proposition four of the model, partners
in developing relationships are involved in a social
biofeedback process where the partner's response to an
expression becomes an increasingly potent control mechanism
(Buck, 1989).

Couples in middle stages of relationship

development may be most involved in this bioregulatory
process for two reasons.

First, uncertainty has been

reduced concerning the viability of the relational bond so
partners should not be as constrained in presenting the
range of the emotional experiences.

Second, while

uncertainty concerning the trajectory of the relationship
has been reduced, the rule system that will help ensure the
long-term success of the relationship has yet to be
developed (cf. Berger & Calabrese, 1975; Wood, 1982).

By

contrast, early daters may be inhibited to express strong
emotions and to provide negative feedback to witnessed
expressions.

The minimization of negative emotions by early

daters helps them to maintain a positive impression and
appear to be appealing prospective relational partners.
Married couples, on the other hand, may have developed
an extensive, idiosyncratic rule system as the proposed
model states.

This rule system may function to minimize the

likelihood and, perhaps, intensity of both the experience
and expression of negative emotions.

Spouses may desire to
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not "rock the relational boat" (Millar & Rogers, 1976), thus
they may communicate in a manner that they know will foster
more positive and less negative affect.

Findings by

Berscheid, Snyder, and Omoto (1989) and Planalp and Rivers
(1989) which suggest that long-term relationships are less
likely to entail a high degree of emotion (especially
negative emotions) support this argument.
It was argued in the proposed model, however, that
developed relationship partners may be more free to express
negative emotions.

While the data were not supportive of

the predictions, it may still be the case that developed
relationship partners express negative emotions, providing
that they are perceived to be efficacious and not currently
governed by existing display rules, or such negative
expressions are prescribed by the negotiated pattern of
display rules.

In other words, married partners may

minimize or replace negative emotions if they perceive an
expression would be futile, based on information acquired
and display rules developed throughout the relationship's
history.

However negative emotions may be freely displayed

if they are perceived as appropriate, justifiable, and
necessary to coordinate a new pattern of behavior.
For example, knowing that my husband gets upset when I
express anxiety about uncontrollable events, I may refrain
from expressing this emotion to him.

Not only would such an

expression of anxiety on my part result in his negative

It;
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response, but perhaps more importantly, I will not receive
the sympathy and comfort I may be seeking.

If, however, my

husband makes a sarcastic remark, I may express my anger or
hurt in the effort to minimize this behavior and
concomitantly negotiate a new display rule.
Further investigation of underlying motivations to
minimize, enhance, or replace emotion expressions would be
highly informative.

An empirical test of the aforementioned

suggestion that spouses may consider the efficacy of an
emotion expression in the context of the developed
relationship rules prior to an expression is warranted.
However, a more parsimonious explanation for the lack
of significant findings for the two hypothesis tests may be
found in methodological shortcomings.

The situation in

which the couples interacted (i.e., at a research lab being
videotaped) may have been perceived by the couples as more
public than private.

since self-presentation concerns are

prominent in public settings (Schlenker, 1980), expression
of negative emotions may have been curbed (see also Sherer,
Wallbott, & Summerfield, 1986). In terms of Goffman's (1959)
dramaturgical approach, the couples' "performance" took
place in a "front region."

In a less public, "backstage"

region, married couples may perceive private displays of
negative emotions as more appropriate and, likewise, would
feel freer to express negative emotions.
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Support for this notion is found in Jones and Gallois'
(1989) behavioral study which found that conflict

interaction rules differed for marital partners according to
whether the context was public or private.

specifically,

the authors found that rationality rules (keeping the
conflict rational and unemotional, especially minimizing
anger) were more applicable in public than in private.

The

fifth assumption of the theoretical framework asserts the
necessary emergence of a meta-rule system that proposes
which level of rules will be applied, given the presence of
more than one level of rules operative in a relationship.
Since partners in developed relationships have the option to
behave according to cultural, sociological, relationship, or
individual level rules, a meta-rule system must be formed to
govern which level of rules will apply under different
circumstances.

Married couples in this study may have been

operating under a negotiated meta-rule system which
prescribed emotional communication that happened to mirror
the communication behavior of couples in undeveloped
relationships.
The above argument is weakened somewhat by
participants' self-reports of perceived typicality of the
discussion.

Couples claimed that the experimental

discussion was moderately typical for them (M=5.00 on a 7point scale).

However, it may be inaccurate to assume that

this indicates a high degree of typicality.

First, the
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ratings were subjective and may have been affected by demand
characteristics as well as self-serving biases.
Participants may have wanted the researchers to believe that
they behaved "normally."

Since couples had predominantly

polite, controlled, nonemotional discussions, it would
reflect positively on them to indicate that this is a
typical pattern of communicating.

Second, if the same

discussions had actually taken place in a more familiar home
environment, perhaps significantly higher ratings of
typicality would have been reported.
In addition, this initial test of the model of display
rule negotiation used a cross-section of levels of
relationship development, but a longitudinal study analyzing
changes in emotional behavior in particular couples might be
more informative.

If there is a curvilinear rather than

linear pattern of management of negative emotions in the
evolution of a relationship, a longitudinal investigation
might provide a more appropriate test.

Likewise, if the

lack of significant differences between undeveloped and
developed couples in appropriateness and expression
management stems from inadequate environmental validity in
the discussion setting, further changes in mode of
investigation are warranted.

specifically, if a meta-rule

system was invoked by the partners in developed
relationships to deal with the more public discussion
setting, procedural arrangements that would facilitate
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uninhibited communication behavior should minimize this
confounding effect.

Arrangements could include videotaping

in the home of participants or covertly videotaping
subjects' discussions in the laboratory setting.

Before

modifying the proposed theoretical model, additional
investigations incorporating the proposed changes should be
conducted.
Type of Emotion Management
A further indication of the nature of display rules
governing undeveloped and developed relationships is found
in the type of emotion management reported by daters and
marrieds.

The findings of the second research question

showed that minimizing was by far the most predominant form
of emotion management and was reported by daters slightly
more than marrieds.

Enhancing was used slightly more by

daters than marrieds.

The more intriguing finding which may

be indicative of display rule differences between
undeveloped and developed relationship partners is that
marrieds replaced their emotion expressions to a greater
extent than did daters.

This may reflect the model's claim

that developed relationships involve greater knowledge,
predictability, and idiosyncratic rule systems.

In other

words, long-term relationship partners not only rely on
cultural rules which prescribe the expression of certain
emotions and minimization of others, but also have insights
regarding how their partners would respond to many different

I
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types of emotion expressions.

Thus, they may express

emotions different than their experienced emotions to
conform to the display rules (proposition three) in
correspondence with their objectives (assumption four).
The predominant form of emotion management used was the
minimization of negative emotion expressions.

This finding

was not particularly surprising since it seems to be the
least effortfu1 of the forms of emotion management.

Toning

down an expression of anger may require less energy than
replacing that anger with a pleasant expression, for
example.

However, enhancement was reportedly used a small

amount by both daters and marrieds, which does not support
the finding that negative emotions were considered
relatively inappropriate.

since the expression of negative

emotions was considered relatively inappropriate, the
embellishment of negative emotion expressions seems
illogical.

Perhaps partners in both undeveloped and

developed relationships chose to enhance their negative
emotion expressions to achieve some effect, despite
perceptions of their inappropriateness.

It may also be the

case that upon viewing the videotaped interactions, some
participants perceived their expressions to look more
intense than they recall feeling.

Interestingly, while some

participants reported enhancement of negative emotions,
partners and raters reported emotion expression scores
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indicative of minimization of participants' expressions (in
tests of H2 and Rl).
Differences in emotion experience and expression scores
are likely to be influenced by variations in the regulation
of the emotion experience as well as the control of
expression.

That is, participants may have tried to change

the intensity of their emotion experience in addition to
altering its expression.

As indicated in the proposed

model, if the perceived appropriateness is low, there may be
motive to alter not only emotion expression, but also the
experience.

Additional tests of the model should

investigate the regulation of emotion experience and its
influence on the control of emotion expression.
Gender differences.

While the hypotheses were not

supported, a number of interesting findings were discovered
regarding the gender differences in intensity of negative

emotions and participant and partner differences in ratings
of emotion expression.

consistent with the second

proposition of the theoretical model, sex role expectations
were found to moderate the emotional behavior of
participants.
than females'.

Males' negative emotions were more intense
While it is somewhat surprising to find

males more "emotional" than females, males may be more
inclined to experience and express negative emotions than
females.

Also, couples in this study were required to have

a discussion regarding a problem or issue in their
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relationship.

For males, this activity may have been more

emotionally arousing and unpleasant than for their
relational partners.
It has been suggested by a number of researchers and
theorists that relationship-focused problem discussions are
more valued and desired by females than males (Huston,
McHale, & Crouter, 1986; Peplau, 1983; Rubin, 1983; Tannen,
1990).

Tannen (1990) describes "rapport talk" as the

problem-focused catharsis that women often enjoy sharing (p.
100).

Men, however, typically find rapport talk unpleasant

and perhaps, confusing.

According to Tannen (1990), when

listening to women discussing problems or concerns, men tend
to focus on the solution to the issue rather than the
process of sharing.

Women, however, do not necessarily seek

solution to their troubles.

Rather, women may find it

offensive and undermining if a solution were to be abruptly
offered in the midst of such sharing.

These typical gender

differences may underlie the more intense negative affect of
males given the circumstances in this study.
Differences Between Participants. Partners and Raters
An important issue pursued in this project involves
differences in attributions made by participants and
observers (i.e., raters) of an interaction.

The varying

perspectives of participants, partners, and raters stem from
different behavioral, affective, and cognitive connections
with each other (Surra & Ridley, 1991; see also Buller,

t,-
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strzyzewski, & Hunsaker, 1991; Burgoon & Newton, 1991;
street, Mulac, & Wiemann, 1988).
The ratings made by observers are not likely to be
influenced by unique subjective knowledge (Surra & Ridley,
1991), nor by conversational demands (Buller et al., 1991;
Burgoon & Newton, 1991).

However, observers do have

normative beliefs about communicative meaning and were
trained to use a common theoretical framework to interpret
participants' behavior (see Surra & Ridley, 1991).

In

contrast, participants develop decoding rules throughout
relationship development which ostensibly should increase
their accuracy in evaluating their partners' emotions.

It

is also the case that the familiarity and closeness in
developed relationships may also lead to biases in
interpretations (Buller et al., 1991).

To investigate the

effect of differential information, cognitive interactional
demands, and biases, different perspectives in ratings of
appropriateness and intensity of emotion expression were
obtained in this study.
Perceived appropriateness.

The test of the first

hypothesis revealed that the perceived appropriateness of
negative emotions was greater for partners while the
perceived appropriateness of positive emotions was greater
for participants.

It may be that variations in perception

of the situation between participants and partners resulted
in these differences in appropriateness ratings.

The
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surprisingly low intraclass correlations between
participants, partners, and raters may reflect such
different perceptions in appropriateness.
If participants perceived the lab situation to be a
relatively public context, they may have thought their
negative emotion expressions were relatively inappropriate.
Additionally, participants may have interpreted their desire
to alter their negative mood state (Clark & Isen, 1982:
Salovey & Rodin, 1985) to a more positive, pleasant tone as
a signal that their expressions of negative affect were
relatively inappropriate.
Partners, however, may have perceived that their loved
ones' negatively valenced expressions were appropriate given
the problem-focused discussion.

They also may have believed

that the discussion of the issue or problem in their
relationship prescribed a more serious affective tone and
evaluated positive expressions as less appropriate than did
their partners.
Future research investigating the underlying causes for
these differences should measure subjects' and partners'
perceptions of the situation (public versus private).

As

outlined in the model (see Figure 1), decoding rules
influence perceptions of appropriateness of both the
experience and expression of partners.

While this study

examined the perceived appropriateness of expressed
emotions, future tests of the model should explore
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variations in the appropriateness of experienced emotions.
For instance, an individual may believe that a particular
negative emotion is appropriate for his/her partner to feel,
however expression of that emotion in a situation such as at
the research lab is not appropriate.

How these possible

combinations of perceived appropriateness of experienced and
expressed emotions affect feedback and, in turn, display
rule development, is still unclear.
Expression management.

The main effect for control

found in tests of the second hypothesis and first research
question demonstrated that participants experienced emotions
much more intensely than partners and raters say they
expressed them.

It may be that participants minimized their

emotion expressions and perhaps even replaced them with
oppositely valenced expressions.

Alternatively,

participants may have exaggerated the intensity of their
emotion experiences due to demand characteristics, or lack
of self-awareness.

A third explanation may stem from lack

of sensitivity on the part of raters in assessing emotion
expressions.

The moderate intraclass correlations between

participants, partners, and raters revealed a similar manner
of evaluating emotion expression, however.
When comparing evaluations of participants' emotion
experience intensity with partners' and raters' assessments
of emotion expression intensity, a similar pattern was found
for partners and raters.

Partners and raters achieved only
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moderate intraclass correlations on ratings of emotion
expression in comparison with participants' ratings of
emotion experience.

However, as would be expected,

participants' own ratings of emotion experience and emotion
expression achieved a high intraclass correlation.

Given

that participants are in their own phenomenological world,
evaluations of their emotion experience and expression
should be quite similar.
In contrast with the relatively comparable attributions
regarding intensity of emotion expression across the
different raters, low intraclass correlations between
partic.ipants, partners, and raters were found on perceived
appropriateness (as described earlier).

Appropriateness

seems to be a broader, more subjective, value-laden concept,
influenced by perceptions of the situation, perceptions of
the emotion expression, and perceptions of the meaning of
the emotion expression.

Evaluations of intensity of emotion

expression may involve a more objective, focused process
involving the interpretation of the verbal and nonverbal
behavior of participants.

While this process of

interpreting expression intensity is certainly complex and
variable across raters, it may not entail the same degree of
subjective interpretation as does evaluating
appropriateness.
In sum, the intraclass correlations on appropriateness
and intensity of emotions between participants, partners,
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and raters did not demonstrate superiority of observers over
participants in making these assessments.

Rather, partners

and raters achieved similar intraclass correlations, and in
the assessments of appropriateness, they were found to be
similarly inconsistent.

Perhaps, the biases inherent in

making attributions of partners' affective behavior
restricted the intraclass correlations for participants.
Observers, on the other hand may have been hindered by their
lack of subjective knowledge of the participant, and the
greater degree of mediation through which they had to make
their assessments.
Summary
This project offered a theoretical model of display
rule negotiation in romantic relationships.

The initial

test of this model provided a few answers and many more
questions regarding emotion management in relationships.
The focus in this test was on perceived appropriateness and
management of expressed emotions.

While neither of these

indices of display rules varied across level of relationship
development, arguments were made to account for the findings
in lieu of modification of the model.

Specifically, the

first suggestion was that the relationship between level of
relationship development and emotion expressions may be
curvilinear such that middle stages may provide evidence of
display rule negotiation.
the methodology used.

The second explanation stems from

Perhaps the discussion situation was
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perceived as public by participants, and meta-rule systems
governing developed relationships prescribed communicative
behavior that mirrored that of early daters.
The gender differences in emotion intensity were
supportive of the theoretical framework.

Males were more

emotionally intense with regard to negative emotions than
were females.

Given the problem-focused discussion, the

greater negative affect on the part of males is not
particularly surprising.

The large difference between

intensity of emotion experiences and intensity of emotion
expression ratings suggests a great deal of emotion
management occurring as well as the difficulty in evaluating
emotion expressions.
As many others have suggested, the empirical
investigation of emotions is extremely challenging.

This

study is an additional testimonial to this belief.

Despite

the extraordinary difficulty of this pursuit, the study of
emotion expression and management in relationships is an
extremely worthwhile endeavor.

Once we understand the

nature of display rule negotiation and evolution in
relationships, we can more consciously manage what is
considered the most fundamental aspect of our humanness
our emotional behavior.

IL
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Footnotes
1

A total of 22 emotions was experienced by only one of the

participants in the study.

Therefore, in the calculation of

mean coefficient alpha, the twenty-second instance had
insufficient N.
2

Emotion experience scores and emotion expression scores

were averaged together given the main effect found for
gender.

t,
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Appendix A

RELATIONSHIP INTIMACY SCALE
The following questions are designed to assess your
attitudes about your relationship. Please circle the number
that best represents your feelings and beliefs about the
nature of your relationship.
1. Do you miss your partner when you cannot be together for
a prolonged period of time?
not at all
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 a great deal
2. Do you exchange views, attitudes, and values with your
partner?
not at all 1
5
6
7 a great deal
2
3
4

3. Do you disclose to your partner things that are important
and personal to you?
not at all 1
5
6
7 a great deal
2
3
4
4. Do you and your partner give and accept praise from one
another?
not at all
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 a great deal
5. Do you show your true feelings and behave completely
naturally when you are with your partner?
not at all
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 a great deal
6. You may feel that during your relationship one of you has
changed more than the other and hence you are out of step
with one another. Are such changes affecting your
relationship at present?
not at all 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 a great deal
7. Do you share important attitudes and values with your

partner?
not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a great deal

8. Excluding sexual relations, do you and your partner
normally touch, embrace, and kiss?
not at all 1
2
4
5
6
7 a great deal
3

9. Do you have a lot of interests in common?
not at all 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

a great deal

10. Do you normally touch your partner in everyday life?
not at all 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 a great deal
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Appendix A (continued)
11. Do you seek your partner's company when you want to
relax?
not at all 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 a great deal
12. Does your partner help you do things when you need help?
not at all
6
2
3
1
4
5
7
a great deal
13. When you go out socially, do you go together?
not at all 1
3
4
6
a great deal
2
5
7
14. Do you help your partner do things?
not at all
2
3
1
4
5
6

7

a great deal

15. Do you spend a lot of time with your partner?
not at all 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 a great deal
16. Do you feel as though you know a great deal about what
your partner thinks and feels?
not at all
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 a great deal
17. How close would you say your relationship is?
not at all close 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 very close
18. Do you see your relationship as continuing in the
future?
not at all 1
6
2
3
4
5
7 definitely
19. How much would it matter to you if you seemed not to be
getting on as well?
not at all
3
6
7
a great deal
2
1
4
5

IL'
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Appendix B
CLOSENESS SCALE

20. How close do you feel to the person you are here with?
not at all 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 very close
21- I have known my partner for:
less than 2 months
between 2 and 3 months
between 4 and 6 months
between 7 months and a year
greater than 1 year
22. I see my partner:
rarely
1 to 3 times a month
about once a week
a few times a week
daily
23. I would describe my partner as:
a casual friend
a good friend
a best friend
my lover
my spouse

(choose only 1 please)

24. The relationship level we are on is:
_____ we date casually
_____ we date seriously
_____ we are marriage-bound
_____ we are living together
_____ we are married
25. How long have you and your partner been together?
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Appendix C
DISCUSSION ASSESSMENT
The following questions are designed to assess your
reactions to the conversation you just had. For the
following statements please indicate the degree to which you
agree or disagree that each statement describes the
conversation. A 1 or 7 indicates "strong" agreement or
disagreement, whereas a 4 represents "undecided" or
"neutral". Please answer as honestly as you can.
1. Overall, the discussion we just had is typical of the way
we interact.
strongly disagree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 strongly agree
2. We have had conversations similar to this before.
strongly disagree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 strongly agree
3. My partner treated me as he/she always does.
strongly disagree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 strongly agree
4. My partner communicated differently than he/she usually
does.
strongly disagree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 strongly agree
5. My partner's body language was similar to the way he/she
generally acts in such conversations.
strongly disagree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 strongly agree
6. We did not act the way we usually do because of the video
camera.
strongly disagree 1
2
3
4
7 strongly agree
5
6
7. We changed the way we communicate with each other because
this was a "public" situation.
strongly disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

strongly agree
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Appendix D
EVALUATION FORM FOR PARTICIPANTS
1. Indicate the specific emotion you experienced during the
time-period.
10
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
0:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

Anger/Mad/Furious
Disgust/contempt/Hatred
Frustration/Whining
Sadness/Hurt/Unhappiness
Anxiety/Fear/Worry
Guilt
Jealousy (Threat to
Relationship)
8: Embarrassment/Ashamed
9: Regret/sorrow/Apologetic

Humor/Joking
Love/Affection/Caring
Pride/Admiration
Happiness/Enjoyment/Joy
Relief/Thanks/Grateful
Interest/curiosity
Negative surprise
positive Surprise
Neutral Surprise
Neutral

2. Indicate the intensity of your experience of emotion.
not at all intense

1

2

3

4

5

6

extremely intense

7

3. Indicate the degree to which you experienced the emotion.
not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a great deal

4. Indicate the intensity of your expression of emotion.
not at all intense

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

extremely intense

5. Indicate the degree to which you expressed the emotion.
not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a great deal

6. Indicate whether you tried to change (control) the
emotion you displayed by: 1=minimizing:2=enhancing
expression: or 3=replacing. (indicate category of new
emotion)
7. Indicate how appropriate you feel it was to express the
emotion.
not at all
appropriate

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

extremely
appropriate

8. Indicate the degree to which you feel it is right to
express the emotion.
not at all right

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

very right

loa
Appendix D (continued)
Dyad Number ______

Your Gender:

M

F

(circle one)

NOT AT ALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 VERY MUCH
Emotion Intense Degree Intense Degree Control Annron Right
(of experience)
(of expression)
P1(t: _ _ >
P2 (t: _ _ >
P3 (t: _ _ >
P4 (t: _ _ >

P5(t: _ _ )
P6(t: _ _ )
P7 (t: _ _ )
pa (t: _ _ >
P9 (t: _ _ >

P10(t: _ _ >

Pll(t: _ _ >
P12(t: _ _ )
P13(t: _ _ )
P14(t: _ _ )
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Appendix E
EVALUATION FORM FOR PARTNERS
1. Indicate the specific emotion you believe your partner
experienced during the time-period.
Anger/Mad/Furious
Disgust/Contempt/Hatred
Frustration/Whining
Sadness/Hurt/unhappiness
Anxiety/Fear/Worry
Guilt
Jealousy (Threat to
Relationship)
8: Embarrassment/Ashamed
9: Regret/sorrow/Apologetic

Humor/Joking
Love/Affection/Caring
Pride/Admiration
Happiness/Enjoyment/Joy
Relief/Thanks/Grateful
Interest/curiosity
Negative surprise
Positive surprise
Neutral surprise
Neutral

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
0:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

2. Indicate the intensity of your partner's experience of
emotion.
not at all intense

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

extremely intense

3. Indicate the degree to which your partner experienced the
emotion.
not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a great deal

4. Indicate the intensity of your partner's expression of
emotion.
not at all intense

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

extremely intense

5. Indicate the degree to which your partner expressed the
emotion.
not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a great deal

6. Indicate how appropriate you feel it was for your partner
to express the emotion.
not at all
appropriate

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

extremely
appropriate

7. Indicate the degree to which you feel it is right for
your partner to express the emotion.
not at all right

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

very right
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Appendix E (continued>
Dyad Number _ __
(circle one>

Your Gender:

M

F

NOT AT ALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 VERY MUCH
Emotion Intense Degree Intense Degree Approp Right
(of experience> (of expression>
P1(t: _ _ >_ _
P2(t: _ _ >_ _
P3(t: _ _ >_ _
P4(t: _ _ >_ _
P5(t: _ _ >_ _
P6(t: _ _ >_ _
P7(t: _ _ >_ _
PS (t : _ _ >_ _ _
P9(t: _ _ >_ _
P10(t: _ _ >_ _
P11(t: _ _ >_ _
P12 (t: _ _ >_ _
P13 (t: _ _ >_ _
P14 (t: _ _ >_ _
P15(t: _ _ ) _ _
P16(t: _ _ >_ _
P17 (t: _ _ >_ _
P1S(t: _ _ >_ _
P19(t: _ _ ) _ _
P20(t: _ _ >_ _

--- ---

...-------

~-

...~

-_._._-----_ .._._ ...
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Appendix F
EVALUATION FORM FOR OBSERVERS
1. Indicate the specific emotion you believe the individual
experienced during the time-period.
Anger/Mad/Furious
Disgust/contempt/Hatred
Frustration/Whining
Sadness/Hurt/Unhappiness
Anxiety/Fear/Worry
Guilt
Jealousy (Threat to
Relationship)
8: Embarrassment/Ashamed
9: Regret/sorrow/Apologetic

Humor/Joking
Love/Affection/Caring
pride/Admiration
Happiness/Enjoyment/Joy
Relief/Thanks/Grateful
Interest/curiosity
Negative Surprise
Positive Surprise
Neutral Surprise
Neutral

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
0:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

2. Indicate the intensity of the individual's experience of
emotion.
not at all intense

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

extremely intense

3. Indicate the degree to which the individual experienced
the emotion.
not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a great deal

4. Indicate the intensity of the individual's expression of
emotion.
not at all intense

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

extremely intense

5. Indicate the degree to which the individual expressed the
emotion.
not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a great deal

6. Indicate how appropriate you feel it was for the
individual to express the emotion.
not at all
appropriate

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

extremely
appropriate

7. Indicate the degree to which you feel it is right for the
individual to express the emotion.
not at all right

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

very right
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Appendix F (continued>
Dyad Number _ __

Observer Number_ __

NOT AT ALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 VERY MUCH
Emotion Intense Degree Intense Degree Approp Right
(of experience> (of expression>

PI (t: _ _ >_ _
P2(t: _ _ >_ _
P3(t: _ _ >_ _
P4(t: _ _ >_ _
P5(t: _ _ >_ _
P6(t: _ _ >_ _
P7(t: _ _ >_ _
P8(t: _ _ >_ _
P9(t: _ _ >_ _
PI0(t: _ _ >_ _
Pll(t: _ _ >_ _
P12 (t: _ _ >_ _
PI3(t: _ _ >_ _
PI4(t: _ _ >_ _
PI5(t: _ _ >_ _
PI6(t: _ _ >_ _
PI7(t: _ _ >_ _
P18 (t: _ _ >_ _
P19 (t: _ _ >_ _
P20(t: _ _ >_ _
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